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AVCOM PSA-35 PORTABLE
SPECTRUM ANALYZER $1965

AVCOM'S PSA-35 Portable SDectrum Ana-
lyzer is the first spectrum analyzer designed
for the satellite industry. AVCOM'S PSA-35
offers frequency coverages of 1 0 to 1 500 MHz
and 3.7 to 4.2 GHz The PSA-35 is extremely
portable and can be operated from 1.15 VAC
or its own rechargeable gel cel batteries. The
AVCOM PSA-35 will quicklybecomethe most
important test instrument you own for instal-
ling or servicing TVRO systems.

AVCOM PSA-35 SPECTRUM
ANALYZER ACCESSORIES

TISH-40 - Terrestrial Interference Survey
Horn -S127

SSC-70 - Signal Sampler and Calibrator
AVSAC - AVCOM Spectrum Analyzer

Carrying Case -$69
WCA-4 - Waveguide to Coax Adapter -$78
OVERLAYS - PSA-35 Documentation

Device

AVCOM BSA.2O BASEBAND
SPECTRUM ANALYZER
AVCOM's Baseband Spectrum Analyzer
al lows the display ot  demodulated v ideo
baseband signals of satellite communications
systems. Coverage is from less than 100 kHz
to greater than 10 MHz in one sweep. Color
burst, and audio subcarrier signals can be
characterazed wi th ihe AVCOM BSA-20
Spectrum Analyzer. $1230

AVCOM IFSA-7o INTERMEDIATE
FREOUENCY SPECTRUM ANALYZER
AVCOM's Intermediate Frequency Spectrum
Analyzer can be used for measurement of
satellite receiver signals in the 50 to 160 MHz
frequency range. Amplitude and frequency of
Tl and other factors that may adversely affect
a satellite system's video performance can be
observed. Perfect for looking at 70 MHz lF
trequency SCPC signals. $1270

AVCOM MSG-S 3.7-4.2 GHz
MICROWAVE SWEEP GENERATOR

AVCOM's IVISG-s Microwave Sweeo Genera-
tor generales very accurate signals in the 3.7
to 4.2 GHz satellite communications band.
Frequency can be accurately read on an LED
display. The MSG-s may be used as a marker
generator for the AVCOM PSA-35 to accu-
rately determine Tl frequency. The [/SG-5 is
attractively packaged in a rugged metal case,
and is extremely portable. lt can be operated
from 1 1 5 VAC or its internal rechargeable gel
cell batteries. $1087

AVCOM MSG-770 270-770 MHz
MICROWAVE SWEEP GENERATOR

AVCOM's MSG-770 Microwave Sweep Gen-
erator provides the capability of generating
signals in he 270-770 MHz block downcon-
verter frequency band. A sweep capability is
standard over the entire 270-770 MHz band to
sweep widths less than one MHz at any center
frequency between 270 and 770 MHz. Fre-
quency can be accurately read on a digital
LED display. The MSG-770 can be used to
sweep cables, line amplif iers, downconveners,

AVCOM MSG-1450 950-1450 MHz
MICROWAVE SWEEP GENERATOR
AVCOM'S MSG-1450 Microwave Sweeo
Generator provides the capability of generat-
ing signals in the 950-.1450 MHz block down-
converter frequency band. A sweep capability
is standard over the entire 950-1450 MHz
band to sweep widths less than one MHz at
any center frequency between 950 and 1450
MHz. Frequency can be accurately read on a
dig i ta l  LED display.  The MSG-1450 can be
used with the PSA-35 to specify Tl f ilters or to
establish performance criteria for TVRO in-
stallation contracts. $995

AVCOM IFSG-7O 50-90 MHz
INTERMEDIATE FREOUENCY
SWEEP GENERATOR

AVCOI/'S IFSG-70 Intermediate Frequency
Sweep Generator provides the capability ol
generating signals in the 50-90 MHz satellite
communicat ions band. A sweep capabi l i ty  is
standard over the entire 50-90 MHz band for
sweep widths of less than one lvlHz at any
center frequency between 50 and 90 MHz.
Frequency can be accurately read on a digital

$995 LED display $e32

AVCOMPTR.24 PORTABLETEST
RECEIVER $1375
AVCOM'S Portable Test Receiver has a full
range of outputs to provide signals for large
TV monitors, video recorders, and audio
ampl i f iers.  A specia l  lF sampled output  is
available for observing 70 lvlHz lF signals
including Tl, if any, on the PSA-35 Portable
Spectrum Analyzer. A large easy to read
signal strength meter is located on the control
module and an audible s ignal  st rength indi-
cator function is also orovided.

PHONE ORDERS

900 -446-2500
Terms and specif icat ions subiect to change without not ice.

5OO SOUTH LAKE BOULEVARD, RICH MON D, VI RGI NI A 23236AVCOM OF VIRGINIA PHONE (804) 79+2sO0
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305-77 1-0575
Call-lt-TodaY

lF KNOWING the latest straight facts on scrambling is important to you or your business, here is a new FREE service
available exclusively from Coop's Satell i te Digest; SCRAMBLE-FAX' !. 'J

24-hours-per-day, you may call this number (3051771-0575) to hear a prerecorded report on the latest facts
concerning scrambling in TVRO. You wil l learn which services are scrambling, and their t ime schedule. You wil l learn which
receivers work, and do not work, with the Videocipher descrambler system. You wil l learn where descramblers are in stock
what the prices are, and where you can save potential dollars on subscriptions to scrambled programming services.

SCRAMBLE-FAX is a new service provided to the TVRO public by Coop's Satell i te Digest. These unique audio
reports are updated as often as the'facts'change. The SCRAMBLE-FAX Audio Report is a f ree, no-charge updating service
provided to readers of the SCRAMBLE-FAX News Bulletini ' i  also produced by Coop's Satell i te Digest. Even if you are not a
regular user of the 'News Bulletin,' we lnvite you to check in with the Audio Report service to stay up to date.

YOU will also learn the latest facts about bootleg descramblers, and where these units have been tested and what the
testing results are. Thig information wil l save you countless hours of tracing down stories and reports that often turn out to be
worthless information.

SCRAMBLE-FAX is a one-stop information source for allthat really counts in the TVRO scrambling business, and
best of all, i t onlv costs Vou a telephone call to access this valuable information. Call 3051771-0575 today!

OR - Get i t  in wri t ing!
S C R A M B L E - F A X  N e w s
Letterir,- provides a com-
plete overview of the entire
s c r a m b l i n g  s c e n e  w i t h
dozens of references and
sources listed.

U P.TO.DATE.SCRAM B LI NG.INFORMATION

SEND ME SCRAMBLE-FAX NEWS BULLETIN!
$10 enclosed (check or money order) for
the latest AIRMAIL transmitted Scram-
ble-Fax News Bulletin.
Charge my - VISA - Master-
charge card #
with expiration date oI

My Name (as it appears on V|SA/Mastercharge
card if applicable) -

Address
State- Zip'

Town
Order from: CSD Magazine, P.O. Box 100858,

Ft. Lauderdale, Fl. 33310
3051771-0505 weekdays from 9AM
to 4PM eastern.
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1 986 SATELLITE DICEST
OUR COVER/Peter C. Sutro, a'senior force' within the home
TVRO industry, with the new
Laux Beta series antenna (left)
which he recently introduced to
European Ku band distribution
after proving it in the US (see
story, this issue).
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For Hz,people choose this DMM
with amazlltg frequency.

Our 8060A has four unique buttons
you won't find on any other
41/z-digil handhelds.

Push the Hz button, and youie ready to
measure freouencies from 12HzIo 200 kHz.

And that's just the beginning.
Select dB for automatic conversion

from voltage measurements . Conti nuity
for quick checks for opens and shorts.
And Relative Reference for relative or
offset measurements - in any function
or range youie working in.

Put them together and its obvious this
is no ordinary DMM.

The 80604 also offers true RMS ac
measurements ,0.04/o basic dc accuracv
and 10 pV resolution. Plus Flukes tradi-
tional quality, precision, ruggedness and
value. In all, the most oowerful handheld
DMM you can buy.

But don't take our word for it.

FROM THE !yORLD LEADER
IN DIGITAL MULTIMETERS.

8060A DMM 8062A DMM
$349- $279-
o.Mo/" basic dc
accuracy
F eqleTcy amsLre Colo lclarce

Relative relerence
dBm, Relat ve dB True rms ac
C0nductance Continuity ard D ode
Relalive refeence teslThe next time youie comparing

DMMs, take a closer look. Because com-
pared to the competition, something will
become very clear.

There isn't anv
Thats why foiHz and many other rea-

sons, people choose the Fluke 8060A -
with amuing lrequency.

To learn more about the top-of-the-line
8060A, the lower-cost 8062A and the
bench/portable 8050A, contact your local
Fluke Distributor, or call tollJree
1-800-426-0361.

Conllnulty and Diode
test
AUtmdng meqohms
one year alibration
cYcle and watranly
UL 1244 lisled

- Srggrrtrd U S lisl pn"

0nFymr mlibration
cycle and warunty
UL 1244 lisled

8l)5|lA DMM
$389.
0 03% basic dc
accuncy

dBm readout with 16
selectable reference
rmpedances
Conductance
Rdaive rel€ffi

Diode test
0ne-t€ar mlibration
cycle and Mrranty
Faclory l\.4utual ap-
proved/CSA Certilied

TrHms ac AdotrOnq mgohm Tffi
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money.
TVRO ran counter to the evolution here; we acted willing to pay the

indirect cost for advertising but initially misunderstood the importance
of also paying the direct cosl for the delivery of the service. We were
the ultimate grey area technology but we refused to accept our posi-
tion with the proper business attitude. Some in our industry persist in
believing that we owe nobody for the programming itself .

Many years ago the US Supreme Court ruled that a cable televi-
sion antenna tower was 'simply an extension of the home viewer/sub-
scriber's own television'; that the fact the cable subscriber had elected
to connect his television receiver to a large community shared anten-
na rather than install his own private antenna of inferior capabilities did
not change the status of his reception. The issue before the court dealt
with copyright. Was the cable system displaying for profit the TV pro-
gramming it received or was it merely acting as an extension of the
subscrtber's TV set? The court decided against the program rights as
owners and in favor of the home subscriber. That was an important,
precedent setting case for cable and the analogy to today's home dish
system should not be lost.

The home dish owner has elected on his own to spend additional
money for a better TV antenna. With his better (satellite) TV antenna,
he can receive programs which he could not otherwise receive. lf he
can install a normal TV antenna and receive programs, he already has
access to free TV. With his better (satellite) antenna, he also has ac-
cess to pay-Tv and to grey-area TV; that programming that costs him
money directly and indirectly. lt is the same mix of programming he
could expect to receive if he subscribed to a local cable system, or if
such cable was available to him. He will pay for it at approximately the
same ratio and at approximately the same rate as he would if he sub-
scribed to cable.

In my view, the argument that you have spent money for a better
antenna and you should therefore be entitled to a wholesale rate is a
false issue. lt sounds good, but defies real logic. lt is one of those
statements that sounds good if you say it fast and don't stop to think
what you have said. You are in general commerce entitled to a lower
or wholesale rate only because you reduce the costs of the seller.
Your antenna does not do that; the programmer does not pay for the
cable firm's antennas either. You get 10 pencils for 20 cents each
when one pencil costs 30 cents because the manufacturer has pack-
aged 10 pencils in a master pack. You are saving the retailer money
because with one sales ticket he sells you the products. He is willing to
reduce his profit per pencil because you are lowering his costs. There
is no other reason.

lf we want lower rates for Turner's products, we have to lower
Turner's costs of dealing with us. Because his wholesale rates are
known to us (see feature report in this issue), we know that if we could
somehow act like cable systems and buy in bulk, we could cut our
costs per program channel approximately in half. The challenge be-
fore us is to figure out how to do that.

Our emphasis to date has been on battling the reality of scrambling
and acting like wounded ducks because somebody has plucked our
tail feathers. We have even encouraged and sanctioned our trade as-
sociation to carry this banner for us. The reality is that for a brief period
in history, some Americans really did have something approaching
free TV; those cable created programs which carry no or very little ad-
vertising, directed at per-subscriber distribution. Now that has
changed; that anomaly is past and a marketplace adjustment has oc-
curred to bring TVRO users into the main stream of commerce. We
may not like our new role in commerce, but it is the right one if the sys-
tem itself is to work.

The Caribbean Problem
Several years ago, we devoted a substantial portion of an issue ol

CSD to the explosion in satellite TV receiving systems in the Carib-
bean, Central America, and South America. We have touched on the
subject numerous times since and most recently wrote about the spe-

cial problems facing members of something called the Caribbean
Hotel Association or CHA.

Right or wrong, satellite TV has changed the face of American and
other tourism in the Caribbean and Mexico. Five years ago you would
virtually never find a hotel on Aruba or St. Martin, for example, with a
TV set in the room. Perhaps there would be one in the bar, tuned to the
local station. But not very often. According to CHA, more hotels have
TV sets in their rooms than do not, and the trend has been growing
very rapidly in the past two years. In fact, even with the scrambling, the
rate of growth has quickened during 1986.

The TV sets bring in services such as CNN, ESPN, USA, and even
WTBS and HBO. Yes, all of these and most of the other desirable ser-
vices are now scrambling. Yes, the more advanced hotels are going to
the states that are ordering up VC2000 units by pretending they are in
Miami or some place in Wyoming. But many more are simply'chang-
ing channels' to stay ahead of the scrambling, and worrying what will
happen a year from now.

A few of the programmers, Turner's bunch most notably, are dollar-
interested in actually serving this market. Most however figure another
100,000 paying rooms or so are simply not worth the trouble involved.
Now, what is that trouble?

1) First, we have the software problem. VC2000 units are for-
bidden for export, except into Canada, Puerio Rico, and the
(American) Virgin lslands. M/A-Com has asked the Depart-
ment of Commerce to approve export of the units to Mexico but
even when that approval comes through, more than 20 addi-
tional countries or territories will still be on the banned list.

2) Second, we have the software problem. To sell movies on
HBO in Barbados, legally, HBO has to acquire the distribution
rights for the movie in Barbados.

HBO now bargains for distribution rates in the USA. lt pays so
much per film based upon several factors, including how many poten-
tial outlets (homes) can view the movie through them. Anotherfactor is
the theater run in the area where HBO reaches; a movie theater will
never pay big bucks for 'Smokey And The Bandit' after the film has
been shown on HBO in a town that has HBO on the cable system. The
same factor applies to Barbados;films will never again rent fortheater
showing in Barbados once they have appeared legally on either cable
or home TVRO dishes in Barbados.

So how many homes mighi HBO reach in Barbados?
lf Caymen lsland had a cable system, and that cable system had

3,000 subscribers, HBO would be able to negotiate payment for
'Smokey And The Bandit'based upon 3,000 known potential viewers
on Caymen. Caymen has no cable system, but by most recent counts
it may have 500 home dish systems. Many of those dishes are in-
stalled at apartments, condos, and hotels. The total number of viewers
possible there could top 2,000 or more; roughly 1/7th of the population
of the island. Does that give HBO sufficient data to negotiate a fair
rental rate for'SmokeyAnd The Bandit'for Cayman lsland? Perhaps.

There are three separate categories of satellite TV users in the
Caribbean, each of which is signif icant:

1) Cable systems. (Santo Domingo in the Dominican Republic
has more than 55,000 subscribers now; just one example.)

2) Hotels and other SMATV{ed systems (CHA says more than
100,000 rooms are now TV equipped and they presume virtu-
ally all of these are satellite connected.)

3) Private, home systems. (Nobody has even an estimate here
but another 100,000 systems seems like a reasonable esti-
mate given the actual dish counts in places like Jamaica,
Cavman. and St. Mart in.)

CSDiJune 1986



ONE TRAILER/ Our new super-light-weight, highly refined 9, 1O or 11 foot 'Super-Expanded-Perforated' TVRO
antennas are real Dealer-Pleasing, Customer-Pleasing innovations. Lighter, stronger, quicker to install and believe it
or not . . . 12 GHz performance certified! NOW that is one super-accurate common sense answer to making
everyone happier with a TVRO antenna product. Stay a step ahead of the competition with the latest in 'Supei-
Perforated' Dual-Band antennas from the firm that built THE FIRST home TVRO antennas. Oh yes/ we ship from our
door to your door by the trailer load. And that makes you more money than ever before!

ANTENNA
DEVELOPMENT &
MANUFACTURING, INC.

P.O. Box 1178
Poplar Bluff, Missouri 63901
314/785-5988ADM



The sum of all these might go upwards of 400,000 TV sets. That
seems like a big number to most of us, but to a firm like Turner with
30,000,000 plus homes connected or HBO with 15,000,000 homes
connected, it is not that enticing. Especially when reaching these TV
sets will require lots of study and number research, plus negotiations
for perhaps 20 to 25 different countries or territories just to anive at
contract rights to resell in each of these areas. In some areas such as
Surinam, where perhaps a dozen dishes exist, the rights will simply
not be worth the trouble of negotiation, so some of the smaller or
poorer countries will never have HBO legally available.

There is a very slow recognition here that there is a market of some
size outside of the United States. And that if a service such as CNN
wants to work at it, there are additional dollars available to them.

None of this is happening very fast however and most of the pro-
gramming services prefer to ignore this marketplace rather than com-
ing to grips with it. So a suggestion. There is a hole here in marketing
which a third party marketing firm could fill. Here is how I see it work-
ing.

1) Set up a Caribbean marketing firm to deal with distribution of
HBO, CNN, etc. outside of the USA. Negotiate exclusive 20
year rights with as many programmers as necessary.

2) Be responsible for handling all negotiations on behalf of
HBO and CNN to acquire for them rights to sell in countries
such as Cayman and Barbados.

3) Once the rights have been granted, then go to work selling
those services to cable, hotels, and private homes in those
countries where rights have been secured.

The work here suits a specialty firm established just for marketing
in this part of the world. From HBO's vantage point, this specialty firm
would be like a master distributor with certain clearly defined market-
ing rights for specified areas of the world. By doing all of the rights-
negotiation and sales work on behalf of HBO and other services your
firm would represent, you would be performing a service which would
have real value. That means you could collect money for lhat service.
By having an exclusive 2l-year right to represent say Turner in the
Caribbean, you'd be protected long enough to get your money back.

lf the programmers themselves refuse to come to grips with the
Caribbean and Central American problem, it is time for a third party to
tackle the problem. By representing a dozen or so services out of one
house there would be considerable economies of scale which would
apply. I think it is a good business with a sizeable potential, and I en-
courage someone to get busy as soon as possible. Time is awasting.

Peter Sutro
On our front cover this month is a carefully posed picture of Peter

C. Sutro. Peter doesn't usually pose like this.
Through the years that I have known Peter, I have found him to be

one of the more innovative people in TVRO. A short feature article in
this issue attempts to recognize some of his contributions to TVRO.
Our placing of Peter on the front cover is long overdue as I think you
will agree after reading the reporl.

Patti and I flew to New Jersey to visit with Peter in mid-April, shortly
after some of you attended the Ku-band show in Nashville. Peter had
been after me to fly up for an overnight visit for months; he wanted me
to see his latest system, a T-band or sub-channel package of equip-
ment for dislributing premium service channels secretly within a motel
or apartment complex. "l'll invite a few people over to.visit with you,
while you are here," he ventured. By the time Patti and I arrived, the in-
vitation list was well past 20 and Peter's Marina had abandoned mod-
est luncheon plans in favor of a full catered luncheon affair. I had been
promising Patti that a meal prepared by Marina was the closest thing

to flying to ltaly to eat dinner. The catered lunch was something of a
shock. lt turned out OK since after the house full of guests left, we still
had time to enjoy Marina's excellent kitchen skills before flying back to
Richmond later that evening.

Peter's guest list for his impromptu day-long summit was as varied
as Peter's interesis in TVRO. lt ran the gamut from the top eiecs at
Cooper-Cable , a leading MDS and SMATV operator headquartrered
in New York, to the President of ECI and Dick Gonzales of DX. lt in-
cluded FM America inner circle member Scooter Jol ly, SPACE'S
Chuck Hewitt ,  Holmes Hardin of Canaan Communications, and
Shaun Kenny of Boresight. There were more than 20 in al l ,  and only a
few of those invited were unable to make it (including, unfortunately,
some people from Showtime). As our special report focuses here this
month, Peter brings people together who perhaps might not meet.

Peter unwittingly played a part in my first date with Pat Hatfield
(now Patti Cooper). I shared that with Marina and Peter when Patti and
I visited them in April. lt seems that back in late September, when Ted
Turner was holding a gala party at the Dorchester Hotel in London to
kick-off his CNN-Europe service, Peter was planning to be in ltaly.
"Why not fly up to London, and meet me at the party?" I suggested to
Peter. He liked the idea and we worked out the details; I would meet
him in the lobby of the hotel about an hour before the kick-off of the
party. My plans were to fly from Provo to London, via Miami, in an 18
hour marathon junket, catching a few hours of sleep at a hotel and
then go to Turner's party with Peter.

Not crazy about going alone across the Atlantic, I had invited Pat
Hatfield to go with me. lt would be our first date and we were both ex-
cited about it. In fact, when Pat learned she was going to attend a'dip-
lomatic level gathering'she went out and purchased one of the world's
10 great dresses, matching shoes, and so on to go with it. I neglected
to warn Peter that Pat would be with me: I like surorises.

Pat left Richmond for Miami at mid-day. We were to meet in Miami
around dinner time at the airport, go to British Air and check in for Lon-
don. There was a small hitch: the airolane I was scheduled to leave
Provo on, coming first from Miami, never left Miami. In other words, I
was stuck on Provo with no way to get to Miami. No way. Pat, mean-
while, had left for Miami. She would arrive there and find me no place
in view. Our first date was not off to a very good start.

Arriving in Miami and finding me not there, Pat went to British Air
and checked in. And waited. She finally got a message from me advis-
ing her only that my plane did not fly. The rest of the message was lost
in transit. What did it mean? Just minutes before the plane was to
leave for London, she decided to pull off her baggage and return to
Richmond. l, meanwhile, was on Provo feeling very frustrated. Peter
was in ltaly, preparing to f ly to London. ln the end, only Peter would at-
tend the Ted Turner inaugural party. I would be stuck on Provo as the
party got underway and Pat would be back home in Richmond won-
dering what to do with one of the world's 10 greatest dresses.

So Peter missed my surprise entrance with Pat, and I missed the
look on his face and what had to be a great reaction to seeing Pat and
I walk into the Dorchester lobby with no warning. Peter has several
other memories of his long wait for no-show-Cooper in the lobby of this
posh London hotel. lt is populated by a particular group of verywealthy
people from a specific corner of the world, when they visit London.
Peter was amused to see several of these 'filthy rich people'sitting in
the $10,000 chairs in the lobby calmly cleaning their toes wiih gold
plated pocket knives. Ask him about it sometime.

Coop/continued on pg. 23
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The'Sutro'
Equation

Through the relatively short life span of the home TVRO industry
there have been only a handful of individuals who have directly im-
pacted the direction or speed of the industry's development. A few,
such as Taylor Howard, are self-evident and obvious. Many more are
virtually unknown except to a small, select circle of insiders'who have
occasion to deal with the industry's power players on a day to day
basis. Perhaps one of the most underrated, and least appreciated, in-
dividuals serving the industry is Peter C. Sutro of Bernardsville, NJ.
Sutro appears on our front cover this month, our own token recogni-
tion that his efforts on behalf of the industry have not gone unnoticed.

Peter Sutro entered the industry during 'the second wave' period,
in the summer of 1981 . The Trade Show at the t ime was in Omaha,
and the industry was very much bound up in the technology of rapidly
lowering receiver prices and ever more sophisticated equipment.
Sutro had acquired a dish from a firm in Tulsa, Oklahoma, that had
pioneered position-memory antenna controllers (SatFinder) and from
that introduction to home TVRO had become totally fascinated with
their potential. He wanted to become involved, and in his background
was the marketing of MDS (point-to-point television microwave) ser-
vices in areas such as New Jersey and New York. Sutro thought he
saw a 'niche'; something he was uniquely qualified to do. His target
was the sale of premium services such as the The Movie Channel to
motels, hotels, and other bulk users. He formed a company with
trusted friend and technical wizard Bill Heavener to market software
(programming) through TVRO dealers to overnight lodging firms.

Part of the Sutro plan included helping the then neophyte dealers
better understand the technology of satellite reception and its mar-
riage to cable distribution. This portion of the industry would later be-
come known as 'SMATV' or Satellite Master Antenna Television.
Sutro was practicing this art before it had a name.

In his MDS distribution business, Sutro contracted with firms such
as HBO to del iver their services into mult iple dwell ing or lodging quar-
ters. He found many motels, apartments, and condo groups through-
out the populous northeast that wanted premium channel service but
who did not know how to go about getting it. These were largely places
located where cable service was not available. Where Sutro could pick
up MDS transmissions from transmission sites such as New york, he
employed the 2.1 gHz point-to-point technology to del iver the signals
into client quarters. Not all locations could be reached with MDS."Why not via satellite?" he wondered. He shortly found out why; firms
such as The Movie Channel were reluctant to allow individual motels
located outside of cable or MDS areas to sign up for direct satellite ser-
vice. Sutro, with the background of being in the business and provid-
ing thousands of subscribers to these firms monthly, went to work on
getting those policies changed.

Virtually single-handedly and fighting cable programmer bias
against direct satellite delivery, Sutro slowly changed some corporate
minds. He recalls that the first such locations turned on for satellite
feeds were done with unusual restrictions. The premium services in-
sisted that he (1)instal l  an MDS receiving system, even though no
MDS s'ervice was possible, and then (2) 'back it up' with a satellite
dish. Of course, the backup system became the primary system since
a lack of coverage and 'line of sight' prevented any MDS reception.
Many of his early written contracts between his motel or apartment cli-

1) Dish Farm/ Atop a small knoll in suburban NewJersey, Sutro's
backyard looks like a small antenna farm. Here, new Laux C and
Ku, Stolle Ku and Harris C-band antennas vy lor attention.

ents and the softwear programming he was representing clearly spell-
ed out that service was via MDS when in truth the service was via
satellite.

It was this program that Sutro attempted to take nationwide,
through the pages of CSD and elsewhere, to encourage TVRO deal-
ers with an eye towards the future to become more involved in profes-
sional, commercial installations. Using his own growing business in
New Je_rsey and New York as a test bed, he worked out the policies
and techniques required to make the new business fly and then pass-
ed those techniques along to TVRO dealers affiliated with his organi-
zation. He backed this up by forming a distributor relationship with DX
Antenna and others, offering SMATV type hardware. Alas, the pro-
g.ram fell on hard times as the SMATV world grew up and cable
operators became more vocal in their opposition to allowing anyone
(other than themselves) to sell the programming services. Sutro had
to eventually close the business largely because he was simply ahead
of his time with a concept that would prove viable several years later.

Sutro was also a pioneer in many other areas, and because he wil-
lingly shared his experiences with others through appearances at
trade shows, through CSD and more recently on television programs
such as Boresight, he became something of an educator within the
field. For example, his forays (first as vacations, later as 'busman'b

holidays') into the eastern Caribbean led to his pioneering TVRO re-
ception with relatively small dishes for areas such as St. Marteen.
When Sutro first visited St. Marteen four years ago, there was a single
(privately owned) 7 meter dish there. When he left after his first visit,
there were several 12 footers providing good reception. Today there
are hundreds more.

Peter Sulro is generally recognized as the creator of the shared
dish garden-apartment DBS concept; using a small dish in the 6-7 foot
region for 'community reception'from, say Galaxy 1, and then piping
the signals throughout a complex in the 400-900 or 900-1 400 mHz (lF)
band(s). His interest in this subject, and his wide discussion of the
technique, probably did more to push forward shared reception sys-
tems than any other single activity in this area.
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Then there was Peter Sutro in Europe; ltaly, to be precise. With a
direct family connection to ltaly and his annual visits lo northern ltaly it
was not long before Sutro was exporting American satellite technol-
ogy to Europe. In recent years he has been a lone representative at
many a trade show in Europe for American TVRO, introducing Euro-
peans to such items as the Stolle 6 foot antenna and a wide range of
American as well as Japanese built TVRO products. Today he for-
mally represents several American firms in Europe with a growing feel
for the export of American technology to Europe. With a close tie to his
own European heritage, Sutro has a leg up on others who only travel
there as tourists.

More recently, Sutro has turned the technology exchange with
Europe into a two-way street, bringing some interesting European
products to America for distribution. One TVRO related product is a
series of sub-band or 'T-Channel '  modulators. These are special mod-
ulators operating at frequencies such as 7, 13, 19, 25, and so on mHz.
Because the coaxial cable losses at these (very) low f requencies is so
low, a 'T-Channel '  modulator can be used to run television channels
through more than a mile of RG59 type cables before more signal am-
ol i f icat ion is reouired.

Sutro and supertech Heavner conceived a.cable distribution sys-
tem using the 'T-Channels' to carry premium programming such as
HBO within an apartment complex. The idea is that TV receivers do
not tune in these sub-channels, not even the most modern of digital,
step-tuned TV sets. A converter must be used. To Sutro, that
suggested a way of distr ibuting 'hidden'or premium quali ty TV chan-
nels within a complex, using the same distribution system as is al-
ready carrying normal VHF (plus mid or super or UHF band) signals
but hiding the new special signals in the process. By using special sig-
nal taps and special (block) up converters, Sutro worked out a way
with Heavener to distribute low cost premium channels for pennies per
outlet.  And the'Eurooean connection'?

It was in ltaly that he found a manufacturer willing to produce a pro-
fessional series of modulators for the T-Channels for prices far lower
than US manufacturers would match. His first attempt was stateside,
but he found large prices and 10 plus week delivery cycles for these
special products. In ltaly, he found 10 day delivery (to the states, no
less!) and prices often a half of those quoted in the states. He is now
doing a brisk business bringing in T-Channel modulators, set-top up-
converters and the special bits and pieces needed to work these sub-
channels.

THE SPACE Connection
Perhaps the most important contribution of Sutro since he entered

the industry in 1981 would be his voluntary involvement in SPACE.
Peter served early on the SPACE Board of Directors as an elected
member of the SMATV community. He was instrumental in urging that
SPACE pay attention to SMATV matters and put in hundreds of hours
free of cost to keep SPACE active in SMATV matters.

It was his activity behind the scenes, as a quiet, common-sense
filled mediator that has produced the most striking changes in our in-
dustry. Until now, there has been no formal recognition of Sutro's ef-
forts for us all in several critical areas. At the risk of betraying many
confidences, we'll recount a few of them here for you.

1) The Schneringer Affair. You may recall that in 1983, trade
show operator Rick Schneringer (STTI) and SPACE got into a
legal tussle over who had the 'right' to put on trade shows.
SPACE lost their legal right to the name SPACE in that tussle,
although Schneringer eventually gave it back after the fighting
was over. Sutro played a major role in getting SPACE and STTI
to stop their battle. How he did it is less imoortant then the fact
that he broughtthe two sides together, in a spirit ofcooperation.
Others such as Chris Schultheiss of Triple D played major roles
in getting this injighting resolved, but Sutro made it possible by
taking the first steps in mediation.
2) The HBO Affair. Because of his unique posture as an MDS

operator and a fellowwith access to the upper echelon of Home
Box Office, there was a period of approximately one year
(1984, notably) when Sutro's inner-circle contacts with HBO
made it possible for direct dialogue to continue between an in-
creasingly hostile SPACE and an increasing defensive HBO.
This was an era when SPACE and HBO would have gladly re-
sorted to dueling pistols at dawn if Sutro had not always been
standing nearby to urge cooler heads and actions. Once again,
he brought people who disl iked one another extensively to-
gether and kept the two sides talking at the bargaining table.
Much bloodshed was avoided by Peter's handling of this
penod.
3) The Lamonica Affair. More recently, extending perhaps to
the present time, Peter has attempted to defuse the hostility
generated by satellite talk show host Keith Lamonica towards
SPACE. Nobodytalks to Lamonica directly and wins points, but
Peter has been able to meet quietly with many of the key
Lamonica supporters and backers to urge a moderate role. He
has done this on his own, not as an 'agent 'of SPACE, hoping
that if the kind of language one hears on Lamonica's program
moderates, more rational heads will prevail. The tally is not all
in on this one yet but quietly, behind the scenes, Peter Sutro
has been able to work towards keeping a lid on an explosive sit-
uation.

Through these and dozens of other voluntary involvements
by Sutro through his satellite TV years there is a continuous
thread of achievement, His manner is ouiet. and he is never
forceful. People find him easy to talk with, and sympathetic to
their needs and concerns. That makes him one of the better lis-
teners around. His list of contacts and personal acquaintances
is impressive and he willingly drops everything and travels half-
way around the country orworld to sit and talk over a problem.
Every industry needs a 'Peter Sutro' but few have them. Home

TVRO, SMATV, and DBS have the services of this dedicated man
who has devoted the last five years of his life and his family's life to sat-
ellite communications. Peter's work has touched each of us at one
time or another, and we are all the better for it.

2) SUTRO'S partner Bill Heavener demonstrates how effective
the ltalian T-Channel modulators are by running their output
through nearly a mile of RG59/U (center) in a living room dem-
onstration at the Sutro antenna farm this past April.
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JUST Ahead
When Ted Turner appeared before the home TVRO industry dur-

ing the Orlando (FL) SPACE convention (November, 1983) he as-
sured our industry that his services (CNN, CNN-Headline, WTBS)
would be priced and distributed in a'home TVRO friendly'mode. He
reminded those attending that he was a pioneer owner of a TVRO sys-
tem (1976) and he (too) had struggled to prove the worlh of a new, un-
tested concept in American commerce (the super station, later CNN).

CNN and CNN-Headline News are presently scheduled to begin
closed-key scrambling (Galaxy 1 , TRs 7 and 8) on July 1st. The third
Turner service, super station WTBS, will follow but as we shall see, the
exact date has not yet been established. In this report, we'll look at
what it means to be a Turner (and WTBS) 'cable atfiliate' authorized to
resell home TVRO service in your market area. We feel that knowing
the terms and conditions which the cable systems will resell Turner
under will make you better equipped to deal with the reality of the
Turner satellite offerings.

"(SSS/ intends to scramble WTBS as soon
as licensing and copyright reform have es-
tablished a legal mechanism forTVRO dis-
tribution of WTBS..."

OPENING
Turner Broadcasting System, Inc., in the hands of VP Terry

McGuirk, mailed a 'Dear Affiliate' letter to all cable (etc) atfiliates late
this past November. The lettersetthe stageforscrambling by noting:

"Turner Broadcasting System has committed to the timely scram-
bling of our satellite signals to support you in an increasingly challeng-
ing marketplace. (We) are confident that together we will achieve a
smooth transition to scrambling.r'

The timetable planned last November called for Turner to scramble
both CNN and CNN/Headline service on July 1st (1986). Even last
November, the 'super station problem' was apparent to Turner; re-
garding WTBS, the material sent to cable affiliates stated:

"Southern Satellite Systems (Tempo) has told us it intends to
scramble WTBS as soon as pending compulsory licensing and
copyright reform have established a legal mechanism for TVRO distri-
bution of WTBS."

THE WTBS Problem
In the interim, the WTBS/super station problem(s) have not been

resolved. Here is howthey shape up.
1) Super stations do not, directly, deal with cable or other at-
filiates. FCC rules prevent that, so an intermediary company
called a'common carrier' must be formed to act as an 'agent'

for these stations. In theory, there can be no business relation-
ship between a common carrier and the super station it sends
nationwide.
2) A common carrier is exempt from the provisions of the US
Copyright law; cable systems themselves pay an annual fee
into a 'copyright pool' when they carry (on cable) a 'distant'

broadcast signal such as WTBS. The cost per subscriber per
month can amount to close to a dime per'super station' on the
average, for copyright. Common carrier firms are exempt from
the charges ol copyright but only because they do not sell di-
rectly to the ultimate user/viewer; only to an intermediary firm
(the cable system).
3) lf a common carrier were to otfer its service (delivery of
WTBS, or WOR etc) to an 'ultimate/final viewer' (ie. a home
TVRO) the common carrier would run the risk of losing its
exempt status for copyright. Sums of money greater than what
it now receives for service as a common carrier are potentially
at risk here.
4) For this reason, no super station can be presently viewed by
a home TVRO viewer through a scrambled service marketed
by a common carrier or other programming retailer. Unless
somebody is willing to pay the costs of copyright. To date, no-
body has been so willing.
5) SPACE maintains that lF this copyright law does impact the
viewing of super stations as WTBS (etc) claim, then the law
should be changed. Eastern Microwave (common carrier for
WOR) elected to scramble before this issue was resolved,
thereby shutting otf home viewers from WOR. Southern Satel-
lite Systems (Tempo) (common carrier lor WTBS) hopes to put
off scrambling of WTBS until the issue is resolved, thereby al-
lowing home viewers to continue to watch WTBS pending res-
olution of the Catch 22 oroblem.
So what is the proper'attitude'to have relative to the con-

sumer question "When will WTBS (or other super stations; WOR ex-
cepted) scramble?" Probably the best response would be:

'All of the super stations have indicated they will scramble. How-
ever, there are legal problems with their scrambling and until those
legal questions sort out, most have decided not to scramble. For now,
only one (WOR in New York) has scrambled. Another New York City
super station channel, WPIX, has not scrambled and says it will wait.
"This avoids the complicated common carrier/super station/copyright
scenario which even those inside the business find difficult to assimi-
late.

WHEN WTBS Does Scramble
There has been little attention to date locusing on the actual

mechanics of the handling of scrambled signals by the programmers
and their agents; the cable firms. Careful study of the contract, pro-
vided by Turner Cable Sales to its cable atfiliate agents, gives us some.
indication of what to expect.

A contract between Turner and atliliates establishes the rights and
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privileges for both parties. lt defines what Turner expects to do in sell-
ing and promoting its services, and how much 'freedom'the cable af-
filiate agent has when reselling Turner programming in the mar-
ketplace. lt also establishes the ground rules for the cable atfiliate in
his/her dealings with the ultimate TVRO consumer. The latter is of
special interest to us since there is likely to be some similarity between
Turner's handling of cable agent to consumer affairs and the way
other cable programmers treat the same situation. Remember, as you
read this, everyone in business tries to protect their own 'turf' and
some of what you as a TVRO dealer might deem to be 'consumer/

dealer unfriendly' is simply good business for the seller of the ser-
vice(s).

In its cover material to atliliates, Turner characterizes the move to
scrambling as "a new business opportunity" for the cable system.
Turner points out that "access to satellite cable programming is the
primary driving force behind backyard dish proliferation. (And) while
others have viewed this with alarm, others see an exciting, new oppor-
tunity."

Turner envisions the cable affiliates selling the Turner services
(less WTBS initially, as we shall see) as either part of a broader pack-
age of services or on a'stand alone' basis; in other words, CNN plus
CNN Headline combined with services such as ESPN (etc.) or as sim-
ply CNN (only) service. There is a concern at Turner, reflective proba-
bly of similar concerns at other cable programming shops, that in the
ofiering of the Turner services the cable affiliates do not 'play down' the
'importance' of Turner programming. In other words, Turner wants
'top billing' for its services in the promotional efforts of affiliates. The
affiliate contract reads:

"ln any TVRO promotion, (Turner services) will receive at least
equal emphasis with other services otfered (by the cable distributor) to
TVRO subscribers. (And) Distributor will promote the services as a
separate a la carte offering to prospective TVRO subscribers at least
as diligently and vigorously as any other offering it distributes on a la
carte basis."

That simply means that if our model cable affiliate decides to otfer
HBO or ShoMime 'a la carte' (ie, alone, separate from packaging with
other services) it must also offer CNN and CNN Headline separately,
and with the same promotional efforts ('vigol). This is not an insignifi-
cant requirement of the contact since the premium services (HBO et
al) have a considerably greater visibility on their own.

Turner has otfered to cable atfiliates a "non-exlusive TVRO distri-
bution right" for CNN and CNN Headline. Affiliates must be'in good
standing" (ie. be cunent with their payments to Turner). The WTBS
question is a difficult one since the contracts now drawn have to olan for
the eventual offering of WTBS, through a separate entity; Southern
Satellite Systems (the common carrier). Turner foresaw in the con-
tract that CNN and CNN Headline might be otfered prior to WTBS
through Southern Satellite; and the contract reflects that while cable
affiliate distributors will otfer CNN plus Headline as a two channel
package initially, when WTBS becomes available, it will become a
three channel package. The contract notes:

"After (WTBS becomes available), the services will be otfered only
as a package."

In other words, WTBS will not be separately sold nor will the two
CNN services. The fee to be charged is of interest:

"(There will be) a monthly per-subscriber fee of g1 .20 plus any
charges in excess of 10 cents lavufully incuned and payable to the
owners of copyright in the programming of superstation WTBS be-
cause of TVRO subscriber viewing, either through the Copyright Tri-
bunal or otherwise."

That simply means that for the 'basic' Turner package of three
channels, the atfiliate contracts provide for a charge to the affiliates of
$1.20 per home dish subscriber buying through the cable atfiliate,
plus any charges greater than 10 cents per month going to the
copyright holders. That is thought to indicate that Turner will swallow
the first 1O cents per month for copyright.

Prior to the addition of WTBS, the fee for CNN and Headline will be
$1 .00 per month. Or it could be higher; there is a provision in the con-
tract to charge the cable atfiliate more than $1 .00 if the cable atfiliate
offers the services for more than $2.00 (retail) on an 'a la carte' basis.
In that situation, Turner wants $1 .00 or 50% of the retail charge,
whichever is the greater number.

Remember, these are wholesale numbers to the cable affiliate
(distributor). The retail rate can typically be expected to be 50 to 100%
higher. There is more; Turner reserves the right to 'abolish the rate
schedule'with six months notice and establish new rates. And, if the
cable affiliate at any time offers or pays more money for any two other
'basic services' than he is paying Turner for CNN plus Headline, the
contract provides for the affiliate to start paying Turner more money as
well .

What that means is if the model cable affiliate agrees to carry
ESPN and USA (for example) as a package, and he agrees to pay
$1 .10 per month for those two services, then his rate for CNN and
Headline just became $1 .1 0 as well. Turner wants the prevailing rate
for his service and if the prevailing rate as determined by the mar-
ketplace forces goes up, Turner rates go up as well.

"Tarrner characterizes the move to scram-
bling as a 'new business opportunity' for
the cable systems."

AT THE Retail Level
The handling of the retail dish customer has been of some concern

since HBO began invoicing or advising subscribers of their 'rights'. ln
particular, HBO has caught flack because it has been advising con-
sumers that it (HBO) has the 'Right'to make a (physical) inspection of
the premise where the (decoder) unit is purported to be located to'ver-
ify'that the (correct) unit is where it is supposed to be. HBO sources
state that they must have this ability to ensure that units are not or-
dered with service for a home location, and then 'moved'to an unau-
thorized location such as a motel or hotel.

One of the original plans for Videocipher home units worked liked
this:

1) The uplink control center would have the ability to call up, on
the TV screen, a text message whether the decoder user asked
for the text or not.
2) The text message might be uplinked programmed to say:
"lf you are watching this message in a hotel or motel, there is a
cash reward for you il you call 1-800-XXX-YYYY".
The message would only appear on screens of private con-

sumer decoder systems. HBO hoped they could 'catch'those who
were moving home units into commercial applications by simply otfer-
ing a reward to anyone who saw the message on a screen in a hotel or
motel. They figured the cost of issuing rewards was bound to be far
less than the cost of fielding a national network of field inspection
people who would travel all over inspecting home dish systems. And,
they could do it without the expected hassle ol people who had no in-
tention of letting them 'in their door'to inspect, anyhow.

The plan is not dead; in fact it is ready to implement. A variation ol
the same plan would have a message that says: "lf you are watching
this message from outside the United States, call 1-212-XXX-YYYY
COLLECT and qualify for a reward of g100l" Nobody is going to
snitch on themselves, of course, from the BAhamas but people watch-
ing in+oom TV in a Condo in the Bahamas would be tempted (if they
could make the Bahamian telephone system work well enough to call
out!) to report on the service for a reward.

So there is a master plan in effect to catch 'decoder box movers.'
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TURNER TRIES TVRO MARKETING

In the midst of a 'cable-only' marketing system that shuts out the
TVRO dealer and distributor from the sale or direct order-taking for
cable programming (software) comes a plan from Turner which would
allow dealers to market both CNN and CNN Headline service for a flat
annual fee of $23 per year. Under the plan, approximately ten of the
(remaining) TVRO hardware distributors would act as coordinators for
the sale of home system through local retail dealers.

Turner thus becomes the first to structure a plan which will allow
the TVRO dealers to participate in the 'revenue stream' for the
software. The anticipated 'cut'to TVRO dealers is not large ($2.50 for
each $25 package sold) but the 'message' may be more important
than the actual dollars involved.

Turner first presented the plan to TVRO distributors (Echosphere,
SVS and approximately 8 others) early in May. The actual part TVRO
distributors will play in the program is not clear as this issue of CSD
goes ro press.

In a related action, Turner's WTBS Common Carrier, Tempo (for-
merly Southern Satellite Systems) has proposed to Congress that
home dish owners pay a regular'copyright fee'of approximately 13
cents per month for receipt and use of the WTBS service. lf Congress
accepts this number and moves swiftly on new legislation to allow
such charges, exempting the Common Carriers from additional
copyright liability in the process, it is anticipated that scrambling of
super station feeds (WTBS et al) would move ahead quite rapidly;
probably by the end of 1 986.

And at the appropriate time, the plan will be implemented. But what
about the responsibility of the cable atfiliate distributor? How does
Turner handle this? The contract reads:

"(The) distributor will exercise reasonable care to grotect the secu-
rity of the M/A-Com system and the codes it utilizes. (The) distributor
further agrees that at least once during every year of service to a (par-
ticular) TVRO subscriber, it (the cable affiliate distributor) will make
such investigation as is reasonably required to determine if the de-
coder of the subscriber is not being used at the address of the sub-
scriber...and inform CNN of any such occurrence."

And if the cable affiliate does not properly police the location of the
decoders?

"(The) distributor agrees to defend and hold harmless CNN, Inc.
(from) all claims, actions, suits and judgements... arising outof theftof
service due... in part to distr ibutols negl igence or.. . to distr ibutor 's
TVRO subscribers using decoders at an address other than that ofthe
original owner, or for commercial purposes...".

In effect, copyright holders who might wish to bring suit against a
decoder user who is mis-using the decoder cannot sue or name in the

"lf you arewatching fhismessage in a hotel
or motel, there is a cash reward for you it
you call 1 -800-xxx-YYYY,"

suit CNN, Inc. (including WTBS) because by the contractthe cable af-
filiate distributor agrees to be responsible for the mis-use of the unit.

Soine of the suits that have been filed to date are asking damage
totaling in excess of $250,000. That would seem to be a considerable
burden to place on the (cable) affiliate distributor in exchange for a po-
tential revenue of less than $12 per year. And it illustrates the degree

ol concern running through all of the scrambling business relation-
ships now being established. Thievery of satellite services is suddenly
big time stufil

When do the dollars change hands? At the end of each calendar
month, the (cable) aff i l iatedistr ibutoristosupplyCNN with asummary
(computation) of the number of home dish subscribers. Payment is
due within 30 days of the end of each calendar month. That means
that if the cable distributor collects money for June on June 1 st, he has
until July 30th to make his payment to CNN, Inc. So while the TVRO
consumer may be making payment in advance for a full month, the
cable affiliate has nearly two months to'massage'the collected funds
before turning them in.

"A monthly subscriber fee of $1.20 plus
any charges in excess of 10 cents lawfully
incurred and payable to the owners of
copyright in the programming of supersta-
tion WTBS because of TVRO subscriber
viewing.,. ."

CABLE Company Prep
With intermittent scrambling (contained within promotional adver-

tising now appearing on WTBS, CNN and CNN Headlines) now un-
derway, how are the cable firms equipping for descrambling? The de-
scramblers began to be shipped during April and in theory all of the au-
thorized affiliates for all three services should now have decoders
(VC-2 commercial units). Turner offered the units at a'special price' of
$385 last November, and offered backup (second) units for $495
each. Each cable company was entitled to purchase one primary and
one spare unit for each service. Turner's position in the VC-2 acquisi-
tion program was slight; the orders went directly to M/A-Com. There
was an unusual twist, however, which apparently originated with the
Turner order.

When a new service, such as Showtime, begins scrambling, the
following sequence of events transpire:

1) The programmer must notify each affiliate of its plans to
scramble, and advise each to obtain a descrambler;
2) The descramblers have to be ordered from M/A-Com or a
distributor such as Anixter. The delivery of the descramblers
has to be scheduled.
3) The affiliates receive the descramblers, rack-mount them,
and connect them up after their satellite receivers (ie.
baseband feeds).
4) Then the affiliate calls a special programmer telephone
number to have their descrambler'authorized.' Picture several
thousand affiliates all doing this at about the same time. Yes,
the telephone lines get overloaded.
5) Some of the units don't work (nobody is perfect). The units
have to come back out of the rack, go into a box, and be ship-
ped back to M/A-Com. A replacement unit has to be sent out
and the process repeats. Finally, everyone is authorized.
When Turner affiliates received their VC-2 units, there was a COD

charge of $42 per unit. Ostensibly that charge would be for freight; it
turned out to be more than freight. Turner and M/A-Com decided that
with more than 10,000 affiliates out there, they would 'pre-authorize'

all of the CNN and CNN Headline descramblers (as well as WTBS).
They charged a relatively small fee (approximately $25) to do this.
Now, when an affiliate unpacked the unit and stuck it into a rack, itwas
reportedly ready to plug in and play. No telephone calls, no defective
units.
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Glitches
Although it appears unlikely any 'system glitches' will cause a

delay in the now quite certain July 1 st date for CNN and CNN Headline
service scrambling, Turner has advised affiliates of that possibility.
One paragraph in their contract notes: "CNN,lnc. shall cause the en-
coded service to be transmitted (to the TVRO subscriber via domestic
satellite) provided decoders are available to TVRO subscribers
nationwide in numbers sufficient to make encoding of the services
oracticable."

Much to the dismay of M/A-Com, there has not been a serious
shortage of VC-2000 decoders to date.

Some of the suifs that have been filed to
date are asking damages totaling in excess
of $250,000.

Turner is not totally trusting of its atfiliates, having perhaps learned
a lesson from the Movie distributors who always demanded the'right
to count the gate' and to monitor attendees at theaters. The Turner
contract sales:

"CNN,lnc. shall have the right to inspect, copy, and audit (such)
books of account during normal business hours." The distributor, ie.
the cable affiliate, must keep track of each subscriber. The svstem
works in an interesting manner:

1) Before Turner begins accepting orders from affiliates for
home viewers, they (like Showtime and others) ask for a 'zip-

code list' for the areas franchised to the cable company.

2) Each time the cable atfiliate turns in an order for service and
requests computer authorization of the terminal (remember
that each decoder has its own electronic address, sent out via
satellite as an authorization code), before the computerwill ac-
cept the order for service, it checks the original cable atfiliate's
'zip-code{ile' to verify that the zip code of the TVRO customer
matches one of those zio codes.

Units are pre-authorized by M/A-Com to
avoid one by one authorization at the time
the scrambling fesfs begin.

In other words, the computer wants to know that the customer the
cable affiliate has sold service to is located inside of the zio coded re-
gion which the cable atfiliate is franchised to serve. One way to'fool'
the system is to simply turn in the totally complete address of the
TVRO customer but substitute a zip code in your franchise area for the
zip code of the actual customer, if he/she is located outside of your
area. The rhubard created by HBO when they told several smaller
cable affiliates to cease selling outside of their own cable franchise
district (at rates HBO considered 'wholesale') to TVRO users is the
root of this problem. By placing pressures on the more aggressive
cable f irms they have forced cable distributors to look for ways to 'beat

the system' established by HBO to 'police'the sale of programming.
Turner has reportedly opted to allow cable distributors to sell anyplace
they wish (ie. go 'national'); a perhaps more more realistic approach.

One way to'fool' the system is to turn in the
totally corfect address but change the zip
code to one located within the franchise
area.

Summary
Turner's CNN and CNN Headline rates are as much as 5 times

higher for home service than for equivalent cable service. That is
bound to attract some attention from those who feelthat programmers
are not playing totally fair with the home dish industry. Coop com-
ments on what that may ultimately mean to both dish users and dish
equipment sellers elsewhere in this issue.

In theory, while Turner's CNN and CNN Headline are scrambling
starting July 1st, and the marketing program through cable (and
perhaps other) distributors will begin at about the same time,
thousands of dish owners have been 'pre- signed'for the service al-
ready. By making anangements with Turner and with their dish con-
sumer subscriber, some cable distributors are automatically turning
on their subscribers the minute Turner begins fulltime subscribers.
This procedure may become more commonplace as other services
switch to scrambling, alleviating the same crunch which Turner's
cable system operators have missed by being 'pre-authorized.'

CABLE NEWS NETWORK. INC.
TVRO DISTRIBUTION AGREEMENT

ENCODED SERVICE

This is a distr ibution agreement made this day ot
, 1985, between CnAf t\fWS fVef-

WORK, lNC. ("CNN, lNC."l, which owns CNN and HEADLTNE
NEWS, satellite-transmitted television programming services which
CNN, Inc. expects to encode (the "Services"f,  and

("Distributor"l, which desires the right
to distribute the Services in encoded form to ryRO Subscribers in cer-
tain portions of the continental United States. Accordingly, the par-
ties agree as follows:

l. Definitions:

{al CNN means a 24-hour per day professionallyproduced service
generally consisting of national and international news, sports. fi-
nance, weather, features and such other programming as may be
selected by CNN, fnc. for inclusion from time to time.

(bl HEADLINE NEWS means a 24-hour per day professionalty pro-
duced service presenting national and international news, sports, fi-
nance, weather, short features and such other programming as may
be selected by CNN, Inc. from time to time in a fast-paced format of
one hour or less.
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ANTENNA
BASIGS
Part Three
by Jim Vines

Beyond Brute Gain/Offsei Fed Antenna Technology
With reduced satellite spacing lorecast uniformly across the

Clarke Orbit Belt, one must ask, "How well will those 6, 7, and I foot
TVRO antenna systems lare?" The higher output powers from the
Galaxy 1 (2 and 3) satellites of up to 9 watts per transponder/channel
and the selectively higher output on the other newer satellites (such as
8.5 watts per transponder/channel on transponders 3,7,1 1 ,1 5,1 I and
23 on RCA's F3R and F4) has certainly made it possible to achieve re-
markably good reception with dishes smaller than the 1983 defacto
standard of 10 foot diameter. Coupled with this, we now also have im-
proved LNAs boasting noise temperatures of well under 100 degrees
Kelvin, improved downconversion techniques (also boasting lower
noise temperatures) and a better grip on receiver lF bandwidths,
which ultimately results in improved weak signal system performance.
As 2 (or even 3) degree spacing becomes more universal, is it enough
for system installers to strive solely for threshold-equalling video? The
answer, in a word, is no.

Along the Atlantic seaboard and up through New England (plus
eastern Canada), some'l0 foot dishes are alreadyexperiencing some
difficulty discriminating between F3R and Galaxy 1. Sloppily con-
structed 12 loot antennas are also having some ditficulty seeing one
bird or the other, without seeing some of both at the same time. Some
installers mistakenly believe that because they can point a dish at G1 ,
for example, and not actually see a weaker F3R picture drifting in the
backyard, that their dish is exhibiting adequate adjacent satellite dis-
crimination. Only in the worst and most severe situations will you actu-
ally see a drifting set of video in the background, or a weaker set ol ad-
jacent bird transponders laced in between and behind the desired bird
transponders. What you do experience, long before you see video in-
terference, is a gradual increase in noise level caused by the signals
from the adjacent bird. In the real world, this adjacent satellite signal
energy increases the noise threshold in your receiver (system) and
causes streaks and sparklies to appear on the desired video. You can-
not resolve (as in tune in) this information but its presence detracts
from the quality of the picture you are attempting to tune in.

A look at diagram 15 shows the typical profile for a precision-con-
toured 10 foot antenna. In this example, the + / - 2 degree points for
the antenna are 20 dB down on either shoulder of the antenna's main
lobe. lf we have a situation where the signal strength or footprint of the
desired satellite plus the two non-desired satellites on either side ( + /
- 2 degrees) is equal, the adjacent satellite C-N, or Carrier-to-Noise,
ratios will be 20 dB weaker or down when compared to the boresight-
ed bird. However, since the signals from both of the +l-2 degree
satellites are seen by the antenna, the effective strength of the un-
wanted signal energy is nowdoubled; -20 dB, +3dB (the numerical
equivalent of doubling the signal strength) equals - 17 dB; reference
the boiesight bird. A quick chat with Al Stem (Director of Operations
and Engineering at the United Video WGN uplink station) confirmed
that a - 17 dB interference level would be a problem that the user
would have to deal with.
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Dfagram 15 - ldealizeat 4-gHz Plot For Theoretically
Perfect lO-foot Diameter TVRO Antenna

"Video quality, subjective video quality, begins to deteriorate when
the carrier to interference ratio or C to I falls below 18 dB," Stem ob-
served. What about those other satellites. the ones that are otf
boresight by say +/- 4 degrees (i.e. the next set of birds removed
from true adjacent)? Stem replied, "Their signal power also must be
summed in to the equation."

In our example, the + / - 4 degree points (on the extreme left and
right sides of the plot) are down by 26 dB. The sum of both together is
- 23 dB, forthe same reason we reduced the - 20 point by 3 dB when
we paper-placed two satellites around our boresight satellite. Then we
combinethe sum of the +/- 4degree birds(-23dB) withthesumof
the +/- 2 degree satel l i tes (- 17dB) and wefind thatourtotal Cto I
relationship has now decreased to the region of 15 dB. Let's look at
some closer-world examples. Let's say we are watching transponder
6 on F3R. lt is at least 2 dB weaker than the same transponder on G1
(overlooking that F3R and Gl happen to be alternately polarized so
that the same transponders are not directly battling one another). The
satellites (G1 and F3R) are assigned orbital spots 3 degrees apart.
But you will have that 3 degree separation between the two birds only
il you are close to being north of the two satellites; the turther east and
south your location, as the two satellites drop lower and lowertowards
the horizon to your southwest, the closer they appear to be together.
For example, if your location is southern Florida, the actual ditference
between F3R and G1 is iust over 2 degrees today!

With a + / - 3 degree spacing situation, not modified by the squint-
eyed parallax of being around to the side of boresight, our example ('l 0
foot diameter) antenna would find the 3 degree spaced signal energy
some 18 dB lower than the boresight energy. This number makes the
not always valid assumption that the dish is not contorted (a dish with
surlace distortion will also have a warped signal receiving pattern), the
feed is properly adjusted and the dish is aimed accurately.

The same knowledge tells us that a good quality 8 foot antenna will
be likely to have + / - 2 degree spaced signal energy down 1 4 dB re-
lative to the boresight pattern. The best null or maximum rejection for
our 8 footer will fall at a point roughly +/- 3.5 degrees away lrom
boresight. The signal rejection lor a set of signals +/- 4 degrees will
be about 26 dB.
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{
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Diagram 33 Comparison of a conventional antenna
and an offset-fed shaped beam antenna. with the
shaped-beam design, the reflector is a rectangular
section 'carved from'an imaginary larger parabolic dish.
Because the feed structure and its support members do
not obstruct the incoming parallel ray'bundle,' sidelobes
are attenuated and more energy is concentrated in the
main lobe, resulting in higher gain per unit of reflector
area.

When all of the summing is down, allowing for the appearance ot
two signals (plus and minus 2 degrees; plus and minus 4 degrees) on
each sidelobe (left and right), we find that the completed 8 foot C to I
will be 9 dB; assuming equal signals and the same polarization of all
signals for all five birds.

Not good; and we haven't considered the fate of a 6 toot antenna.
Perhaps there is a way out of the woods. That way has been called
beam shaping. For more than 40 years now military (and non-military)
radar systems have used beam shaping so the concept is hardly new.
But, the application of beam shaping to the 4 gHz consumer micro-
wave world has had very few practitioners to date.

Diagram 33 compares and contrasts various aspects of conven-
tional shaped-beam antennas. We will make several generalizations
about this diagram:

A) A shaped beam rellector is merely a small section taken out of
an imaginary, larger, parabolic reflector;

B) A broad reflector always produces a narrow shaped beam;

C) lt is desirable to maintain the shaped main lobe perpendicular to
the Clarke Orbit Belt for maximum protection from adjacent satellite
signal energy, and hence, interlerence;

D) And, the relative tallness ol the shaped beam antenna's main
lobe makes polar alignment less critical. (A topic for future discus-
sion.)

To this point, we have talked about a small otlset fed, shaped
be am antenna system. One manuf acturer to date, Pico Products, has
introduced such an antenna. The Pico antenna measures 4 feet by 7
feet and has a published gain specification of 37.0 dBi (which trans-
lates to a claimed gain eff iciency of 86 percent). Now, 37.0 dBi is a tad
shy for most work, but it is 1.3 dB more than an equal-surface-area
conventional dish (with blockage lrom feed and feed supports) ig able
to deliver. For applications that require a small antenna, this is one ol
the few apparent ways to have even 37 dBi of gain. (An equally effi-
cient 10 foot antenna would have a gain of 41 .5 dBi.)

So far, we have concentrated on the 1.1 or more dB gain that re-
sults from offsetting small dish feeds. We have noted too that the near-
in sidelobe levels are drastically reduced, promising freedom from ad-
jacent satellite interference. What else does offsetting achieve? lm-
proved antenna noise temperature (due to all-over side lobe attenua-
tion) which results ultimately in improved system G/T.

In earlier discussions, we saw how system G/T and not raw anten-
na gain is the final determinant of receiver carrier-to-noise-ratio
(CNR). We considered a scenario where the lower gain ol two 10 foot
antennas (equipped with identical electronics) could provide higher
(better) system G/T numbers.

Now consider a very good (but totally conventional) 6 foot TVRO
antenna's system G/T performance.

Given:40 degree look angle
GiT : Ga-10 Log (Ta-Tlna)

: 36.0- 10 Log (50" K + 80' K)
- 36.0 - 1 0 Log (1 30" K)
:  36 .0  -  21  .1
: 14.9 dB/K

The caoture area of a 6 foot diameter dish is:
6(2) x .7854 : 27.6 teet(2). Consider now lhe documented G/T

performance of an otfset antenna that has slightly less capture area
minus 26.5 square feet. The antenna in question is the 4 by 7 foot Pico
Kid.

Given:The same 40 degree look angle
G/T : Ga-10 (Ta + Tlna)

: 37.0- 10 Log (18" K + 80'K)
= 37.0 - 10 Log (980 K)
:  37 .0  -  19 .9
: 17.1 dBtK

The improvement in system G/T that resulted from offsetting the
feed is 2.2 dB/K, given a 40 degree look angle. The G/T improvement
was greater than the improvement in gain lobe alone because of the
offset antenna's lower noise temperature. What happens if both an-
tennas are aimed just 5 degrees above the Earth's blinding thermal
glare?

Given: 5 degree look angle
TVRO'4'-6 foot conventional dish
G/T : Ga- 10 Log (Ta + Tlna)

=36.0  -  10  Log (180 'K  +80 'K)
: 36.0 - 1 0 Log (260" K)
: 36.0 - 24.1
= 1  1 .9  dB/K

TVRO'B'-4 X 7 foot offset antenna
G/T : Ga- 10 Log (Ta + Tlna)

=  3 7 . 0 - 1 0 L o g ( 3 8 ' K  +  8 0 " K )
:  37 .0-  10  Log (1  18 'K)
= 37.0 - 20.7
:  16 .3  dB lK

The G/T improvement brought about by offsetting already 2.2 dB/K
at a 40 degree look angle, increased to 4.4 dB/K at a horizon-skirting

k------
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angle of 5 degrees. In Bangor, Maine, for example, Galaxy 1's look
angle is 9 degrees. Offsetting can spell the difference between getting
little more than sync bars and usable video.

How does a good quality conventional 8 foot dish (area : 37.7
feet(2)) compare?

Given:40 degree look angle
G/T : Ga - 10 Log (Ta + Tlna)

-  3 8 . 4 - 1 0 L o g ( 4 2 " K  +  8 0 " K )
: 38.4 - 10 Log (122" K)
- 38.4 - 20.8
:  17 .6  dB/K

Given: 5 degree look angle
G/T - Ga- 10 Log (Ta + Tlna)

:  38 .4-  10  Log (125 'K  +  80"  K)
- 38.4- 10 Log (205" K)
: 38.4 -23.1
:  15 .3  dB/K

At 40 degrees of elevation, the conventional B foot dish has a 0.5
dB/K advantage over the diminutive 4 by 7 foot offset design. But at 5
degrees the offset is better by 1.0 dB/K.

From Table 6, it can be seen that a low noise antenna is necessary
to fully justify investing in an ultra low noise amplifier. With an antenna
noise temperature of 18" K, an LNA upgrade from 80'K to 50'K re-
sults in a system G/T improvement of 1 .6 dB/K; regardless of antenna
gain. But with an antenna noise temperature of 180' K the same LNA
upgrade brings a mere 0.5 dB/K improvement.

Antenna NT measurements are taken atthe rearflange of the feed,
where the LNA is normally bolted on. As ultra low antenna noise temp-
eratures are achieved, the noise contribution of the feed becomes in-
creasingly important. When the antenna's NT is 60' K and the feed's
share is 20" K, halving the feed's contribution down to 1 0" K brings the
antenna's total NT down to 50 " K. For a TVRO antenna to have a 20'
K noise temperature the feed's contribution must be at an absolute
min imum.

And the LNA? lf it doesn't have an isolator, there is the risk of added
noise due to reflected waves coming back from the feed. Even a top
quality feed presents some load mismatch (VSWR discontinuity) to
the LNA; this creates the reflected wave which bounces back into the
LNA cavity out of phase with the original signal. Because of reflected
waves (caused by RF escaping through the unisolated LNA probe) the
LNA's real world noise temperature can be 20 to 25' K above its rated
noise temperature.

Dropping antenna noise temperatures off the chart is an exercise
in precision and attention to detail. Even the feed supports merit spe-
cial attention, not to mention the careful selection of an LNA.

The pioneering work of Pico, Birdview, Seavey, and others, includ-
ing this writer, suggests an entirely new family of TVRO antennas with
applications as yet undreamed of . For example, in the world of interna-
tional reception via the low signal level Intelsat birds, antennas of at
least 20 feet in diameter have traditionally been required for reception
of all but the strongest transponders. (See Table 7.)

Consider now ihe Intelsat reception quality that is possible with
system G/Ts in the 26 to 29 dB/K range:

ReceiverCNR - Satellite EIRP + G/T - Path Loss Factor
For our test case, we will assume a saturated global beam trans-

oonder whose EIRP at the TVRO site is 22 dBw. We will further as-
sume that our look angle is 20 degrees, for a path loss factor (refer-
ence Table 5) ot 42.82 (BW = 20 mHz). 20 foot diameter (A : 31 4 ft (2)
conventional antenna with 60' K LNA (GiT : 27 .2 dBlK): CNR : 22 +
27.2 - 42.62: 6.58 dB. Assuming a real world receiver CCNR
threshold of 8 dB the resulting video quality would be sopewhat noisy
but certainly watchable.

Replacing the conventional antenna with an offset design of equal
area should render an estimated system G/T improvement of 1.3 dB/
K, to 28.5 dB/K. The receiver's input CNR will experience a corres-

ponding 1 .3 dB improvement, up to 7.88 dB. With most types of video
content, only a few sparkl ies should be in evidence.

What Happens When An Ultra Low Noise Ampli f ier ls Used?

6'dish 36.0

Look Noise
Angle Temp.

40 '  18 'K

5' 38'K

40" 50'K

5 '  180 'K

Antenna Gain
Size dBi

4X7' 37.0

LNA +LNA
NT

80 '  98 'K  17 .1
60"K 78"K 18.0
50" K 68'K 18.7
8 0 ' K  1 1 8 ' K  1 6 . 3
60 'K  98 'K  17 .1
50 'K  88 'K  17 .6
80 'K  130"  K  14 .8
6 0 ' K  1 1 0 ' K  1 5 . 6
50 'K  100 'K  16 .0
80 'K  260 'K  1  1 .9
60"K 240"K 12.2
50 'K  230 'K  12 .4

Table 6-lt takes a low noise antenna to make an LNA look better.

20 Foot Conventional/A : 3141

G/T
dB/K

otfset
offset 37.O

Gain
Look Angle
NoiseTemp.
LNA
Ta + Tlna
G/T

46.4
40"
20"K
80'K

1 00'K
26.4

46.4
40"
20'K
60'K
80 'K
27.4

47.2
40"
12 'K
60 'K
72"K
28.6

46.4

42"K
60 'K

1 05'K
26.2

47.2
5'

20 'K
60'K
80'K
28.2

20 FootOffseVA: 314r
Gain 47.2
Look Angle 4Oo
NoiseTemp. 12"K
LNA 8O'K
Ta + Tlna 92"K
G/T 27.6

20 Foot Conventional/A : 3141
Gain 46.4
Look Angle 5'
NoiseTemp. 42"K
LNA 8O'K
Ta + Tlna 125"K
G/T 25.4

20 FootOffseVA : 314r
Gain 47.2
LookAngle 5o
NoiseTemp. 2O"K
LNA - 8O'K
Ta + Tlna 100'K
G/T 27.2

46.4
40'
20"K
50 'K
70"K
28.0

47.2
40'
12"
50 'K
62"K
29.3

46.4
5"

42"K
50'K
95 'k
26.6

47.2
5'

20 'K
50" K
70"K
28.8

Table 7-Performance projections for large offset antennas.

Gain and noise temperatures for the offset antennas are
estimates. The improvement in G/T due to offsetting at sizes above 5
meters will be less than those obtained with tiny dishes, although
significant. Even though there are conventional antennas whose G/T
levels slightly exceed those given in Table 3, the offset design still
enjoys a substantial advantage.
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Hidden Signals

I recently purchased 'Hidden Signals' and I must pass along my
congratulations. As an owner of a personal computer, I am very much
interested in the satellite computer interface. My home system pres-
ently consists of a 12 foot Paraclipse, Chaparral Polarotor, 18 inch
arm and a Uniden 7000 series receiver. Earlier I had an STS receiver
which I threw out when it failed on me. The 18 inch arm is going the
same way shortly!

Why doesn't CSD produce its own television show, such as Harry
Tootle does on F4,TR24,Sundays from 1 to 3 pm?There is obviously
so much information at your fingertips and there must be many people
such as myself who own a dish and would like to learn more about the
satellite systems. According to the BBS board in Canada, the M/A-
Com VideoCipher has been defeated and it was shortly after it ap-
peared on the market. The audio is the tough part, of course, and M/A-
Com is reputed to be offering a million dollar reward to the genius who
breaks it. My own personal challenge is to decrypt the Russian military
signals from Gorizont.

Mike Pompura
913 Spring Valley Road
Altamonte Springs, FL

The defeat of the M/A-Com VideoCipher is often reported, seldom
substantiated. A collection of techniques which hot wire the Vid-
eoCipher was presented on the Boresight television program Thurs-
day, May 8, between 9 and 10 pm, if you can locate a copy of that tape
from a local viewer. The program deals with satellite topics, airs on
Spacenet TRl7 each Thursday. A second show for satellite people
airing on the same transponder at 9 pm on Tuesdays is called Satellite
Showtime. Both are produced by elements of the home TVRO indus-
try.

Another View
TVRO was booming when satellite programmers did not have to be

paid by subscription on top of the advertising costs. TVRO is no longer
attractive to many home owners, the result of an expensive per-chan-
nel approach which with 10 years of normal use will cost the home
TVRO user more money than the system itself did by a factor of four to
tive.

TVRO is a very large, even rich family, with a natural spirit for sur-
vival and the strong desire to overcome the adversity perpetrated by
cable television. Let us all concentrate on forming a TVRO program-
ming corporation with each home pledging to purchase $1 00 in shares
in this corporation, thereby creating a cash tlow in excess of
$200,000,000. As soon as such a corporation began to air program-
ming, even if it was but one channel to begin with, the scrambling syn-

'lf

dicate created by cable will reverse itself and TVRO will be booming
once again. Those programmers considering scrambling will stop and
reconsider in an effort to keep the 2,000,000 US homes that are ded-
icated to the concept of free TV. Let us make this an international cor-
poration because the boundaries of mankind are hopelessly in-
adequate in the face of satellites and their coverage.

We have the technology and we have the family. We just need a
push and an organization to get behind this etfort to see it all happen.
No, SPACE is not the organization to do this. Frankly, had SPACE
been working for cable from the beginning, they could not have done
worse for us. l, personally, will be delighted to pledge my $100 to a
new programming corporation in lieu of sending $95 ayearto SPACE.

Francois Moisdon
4875 SW 28th Avenue

Fort Lauderdale. FL

A programming cooperative would certainly go a long way towards
reducing the pressure now being exerted on TVRO by cable program-
mers and distributors. The monopoly or near monopoly position they
now enjoy makes for very little competition. lnnovation and change
are seldom born within a monopoly. They exist to exist, to protect their
own status quo. There is a considerable amount of sentimentfor an in-
dustry backed and operated programming corporation; now, where
are the leaders to bring it off?

Needs Help
I am an engineer-designer of communication systems, and I am

especially interested in TVRO systems. I would like to try my hand at
building some of the segments of a TVRO system, since very little
equipment of this type has ever been imported into my country. Ac-
cordingly, I would like to find sources for the following parts: GaAs-
Fets (such as NEC 21889), microwave diodes (such as the 43827 X-
band low noise units), hybrid amplifiers(such as the Avantek 8360
LO), integrated circuits (such as the NEC 564 and NEC 5121), and
chip capacitors as used in strip-line design. Can anyone help me lo-
cate these oarts?

Panayiotis Papadimos
7 Str. Doubioti Str.

GR 54632-Thessaloniki Greece

Panayiotis is asking for parls which were in tashion some two to
three years ago, indicating that he has somehow @me across an
older issue of CSD. Here is an opportuniu tor someone in our techni-
cal ammunity to help out a fellow engineer in Greece.

I
L-*,.-
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Transponder Watch

HBO and USA Network now using TRI , G1 for promotional mater-
ial feeds, typically not scrambled. HBO materials, when fed, offer op-
portunity for dealers to display highlights of HBO service for prospec-
tive customers in unscrambled environment.

SPN (Satellite Program Network) now officially renamed as Tempo
Television (TR6, F3R).

C-SPAN coverage of US Senate, test for next few weeks, found on
TR19 of F3R. lf senators find they can live with full-time television ser-
vice, coverage will continue.

HORSE, harness, and other racing coverage largely using Oak
Orion scrambling format now available on 12 channels as follows: W5
(TRl) New York Racing Authority; (TR15) Hawthorne/Arlington (lL)
Park; (TR20) American Telebet (Penn National). W4 (TR6) Bay
Meadows (CA); (TR11) Meadowlands (NJ): (TR12) Los Alamitos
(CA); (TR20) Garden State (NJ). Hughes Galaxy 3 (TR2) Santa Anita
(CA); (TR7) Golden Gate (CA); (TR7) Tucson Greyhound (AZ);
(TR 1 7) Meadows Racing Network. RCA F4 (TR24) Philadelphia Park
(PA). Additional betingilottery transmissions found W5 (TR1), Ohio
State Lottery results; GTE Spacenet 1 (TR7), California State Lottery
results. Services operate primarily late afternoon, evenings,
weekends, and feed to Nevada betting casinos as well as bookie
shops nationwide. Arunta series receivers, stock, decode Oak Orion
video for those services not requiring full (encrypted) audio recovery.

HBO tests continue for its new Festival Network service, using ap-
proximately 10 cable TV systems nationwide. Service is on TR1 5 of
RCA Ku 1 bird and VideoOipher encoded. Movies are selected to be
family oriented, less explicit sex, blood and gore of standard HBO fare.

SPORTING events not found on ESPN or network feeds most typ-
ically are grouped on other occasional use transponders largely re-
served for sport feeds. Examples include F3R/TRT (ESPN blackout
channel when normal service is blacked out of a region), F1 R/TR7
(Prime Ticket for Southern California pro sports), W5/TR8 (PASS/
ProAm Sports for Michigan events), W5/TR15 (Hughes sporting net
service nationwide), Anik D/TR2 (TSN/The Sports Network, Canadian
version of ESPN), W4/TR11 (Wold sporting feeds, national), Telstar
301iTR13 (SNS/ Sports News Satellite, national coverage), RCA F4l
TR6 (Madison Square Garden Coverage), RCA F4/TR6 (Hughes
sporting net service, nationwide), RCA F4lTRg (Sportsvision,
Chicago area sports), RCA F4ITR1 1 (Home Sports Network, Houston
area sports), RCA F4/TR13 (New England Sports net), RCA F4/TR20
(Prime Ticket, southern California sports), RCA F4/TR22 (Home
Team Sports, Washington, DC, and Maryland area sports) and RCA
F4fiRs 23, 24 (Sportschannel New England).

DEMOCRATIC National Party, if it does national teleconferencing
during upcoming election campaigns, should be found on W4ffR19
with feeds.

PRIVATE or semi-private networks for educational and corporate
purposes include GTE G-Star (Ku-band) TR4 (FsN/Florida Satellite
News network, feeds between Florida TV stations and markets), TR5

ns
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(NTU/National Technological University with courses in electronics
and data transmission; 1/2 transponder format), TR8 (Chico State
University Satellite Network with courses in computer and data trans-
fer technology). And, GTE Spacenet 2 TR20 (Florida News Network)
and TR21 (Texas state news network).

MTV alternate is Hit Video USA found on TR18, RCA F4 wilh 24
hour per day rock music videos softer in content than the original MTV.

MIAMI Children's Hospital (305/666-0781) pioneering tele-
medicine training via Intelsat and (US) domestic satellites to doctors
and medical technicians in Central and South America. Typical two-
plus hour programs leature interactive audio, one-way video allowing
doctors in south Florida to demonstrate medical techniques including
operations. Feeds are scheduled in advance and are well promoted
and are available to anyone wishing to participate. lntelsat F1 1, using
Global beam transponder is major channel and Peru takes service
down and re-uplinks it with (southern) hemispheric beam for smaller
dish service required in core of South America. lnformation from Raul
Jordon.

DESCRAMBLERS? Different services reouire different de-
scramblers. M/A-Com VideoCipher descramblers are widely availa-
ble (see Scrambling lnformation Channel, W5, TR22,8-11 pm nightly)
or you may call 8001426-3474 to locate a distributor near you. Oak
Orion descramblers are sold only after authorization is received f rom a
network using this format. For information of networks currently using
Orion, call 81 5/459-5000. The Fantasy/Fun Decoders can be located
by calling 800/221-9096 in USA, 403/454-9784 in Canada or 91 5/562-
3009 in Mexico.

SOVIET Union launched 1 13 satellites during 1985, to 20 for USA.
Other nations of the world, plus Intelsat, launched an additional 14
during the year.

JAPAN'S first earth resources survey satellite, RES-1 , will launch
in 1 991 . The bird will orbit the earth in low earth orbit 1 5 times per day,
have the ability to discern obiects as small as 55 feet across, and will
inspect the entire globe every 44 days. Mitsubishi Electric is the pri-
mary contractor although NEC and Toshiba will be important subcon-
tractors.

CHAPARRAL study concludes polar mounts, if well designed and
properly installed, will adequately track geostationary (Clarke) orbit
belt. Study sought to determine if the declination offset angles re-
quired to make polar mounts track resulted in too large errors for Ku-
band antennas of moderate size (to 1 0 feet). Study concludes it is pos-
sible on paper for tracking errors to be held to around 0.01 degree, cer-
tainly adequate for Ku-band dishes; but warns that betvveen paper
study and field installations there are plenty of opportunities for sys-
tem designer and installer error. Full tracking charts are available from
Chapanal (2360 Bering Drive, San Jose, CA 951 31 ), free of charge.

MITSUBISHI expects to produce up to 400 low priced Ku-band
ground terminal systems this year with two-way video capability. The
$25,000 range terminals will have antennas in the 1.2 to 5 meter reg-

L
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ion, and provide both uplink and downlink capabilities. The primary
market for the terminals is expected to be within Japan where up to
5,000 such terminals are expected to be sold for use with the (1988
launch) first domestic birds there.

NASA study recently completed found numerous small pits and
dings in shuttle orbitor bay windows thought to have been caused by
collisions in space with debris from past space missions of US, Rus-
sia, and others. Analysis of pits found aluminum shreds indicating
man-made, not deep space objects had collided with the shuttle
flights. STS-4 mission in 1 982 came within 13 km of significant chunk
of Soviet Interkosmos (14) scientific satellite.

VOYAGER 2 will have been in space, operational, for 12 years
when it conducts fly-by of outer planet Neptune in 1 989. During the ac-
tual five hours of useful data collection, more than 200 scientists and
technicians will be squeezing every possible drop of information from
the satellite.

US launches of anti-satellite test objects continues from Wallops
lsland, Virginia. Typical target vehicles have inclination of near 37 de-
grees, period of 95 minutes, perigee of 314 km and apogee ot770km.
95 minutes, perigee of 314 km and apogee ol770km.

PANAMSAT launch, scheduled for Ariane launch in October, will
be close. PanAmSat arranged international partnership with Peru in
April, clearing way for FCC final approval and Intelsat agreement to
allow system to exist as international carrier outside of the Intelsat sys-
tem. Satellite would have five transponders on board for Latin Amer-
ican boresights, sit at 45 west, and balance of transponders will inter-
link North America with Eurooe.

FOUR hours per day (night) of International television program-
ming will be fed to broadcast outlets in North America on Westar 4,
transponder 19, starting July 24th. ITN (lnternational Television Net-
work) will transmit from 12:30 am to 4:30 am daily programming
originating in Europe (UK, Germany, France) to allow broadcast sta-
tions to tape materials for scheduling as they wish. Movies, documen-
taries, and serials will make up the programming mix.

GALLIUM Arsenide materials, the heart of GaAs-FET amolifiers
for TVRO and many other applications, may be manufactured better,
cheaper by 1990. Grumman Corporation and Ethyl Corporation have
signed agreement to use 1988 scheduled space shuftle flight to test
production of gallium arsenide crystals in virtually zero-gravity realm.
lmpurities in crystals made on Earth contribute to unwanted opera-
tional characteristics, reducing speed, performance and increasing
noise figures of devices. Extremely high speed, very low noise GaAs-
FET and other GaAs family devices could result, as well as ultimately
reduced costs for oroducts.

GABON, small African nation, apparently has purchased one of
the Intelsat surplus C-band, 36 mHz wide transponders for internal
video and telephone linking. Location oftransponder has not been re-
leased but it is a (southern/eastern) hemispheric channel. Price was
apparently in region of $3.5M (US).

TESTING program to verify interference levels of uplink terminals
operating with 2 degree satellite spacing is causing significant ripples
in satellite community. At issue is how uplink terminals can prove they

are not or cannot cause interference to adjacent satellites. Sugges-
tions include 10 minute testing routine for SNG (satellite news gather-
ing) uplinks, to verifytheir pointing accuracy before theyturn on uplink,
to manufacturer certification of VSAT (very small data terminal up-
links) antennas. Larger fixed antennas, such as 10 meters and up,
may be ultimately required to turn off uplink for several hours to verify
the degree and extent of their radiation towards adjacent satellites.

SENTIMENTS growing to cancel DBS entirely, doing away with
special allocation ot 12.2to 12.7 gHzbandtor DBS only type services
and reopening this 500 mHz segmentto FSS (fixed satellite services).
Present FSS band, 11.7 Io 12.2 gHz, is already suffering because of
mandated 2 degree spacing which impacts on the type of uplink termi-
nals and antennas that can be employed. One suggestion is for FSS
band to be enlarged to include 11.7-12.7 gHz, allowing birds to oper-
ate within 500 mHz segments of band creating effective 4 degree
spacing between birds with 500 mHz offset between birds spaced at 2
degrees. This would also require receivers to be capable of covering
11.7 to 12.7 gHz as well  as teeds and LNBs, mandating new lF
bandwidths of 1,000 mHz to allow receivers to tune in any or all of the
channels in Ku.

FCG has decided the individual licenses forVSATterminals willnot
be required in future, greatly steamlining the licensing process for two-
way data and voice network terminals (5 meters and larger) will re-
quire seperate licensing, and a representitive VSAT (smallterminal) in
system will also have to file complex license application. Additional
small transmit and receive terminals can then be routinely installed
without individual licenses provided user maintains full records of sys-
tem for inspection. Users pending include 7-1 1 (Southland), Wal-
Mart, Federal Express, and others. FCC reached similar decisions in
1979 effecting then mandatory licensing for all television and audio-
only (ARO) receive terminals.

CNN reportedly is providing complete SNG uplink vans for as little
as $175,000 to TV broadcast station affiliates in exchange for certain
rights to CNN and other news programming. Concept is that CNN,
through newly leased transponders on RCA K2 (2 transponders) and
G-Star 2 (3 transponders) will build array of big market TV stations as
affiliates to obtain important news coverage out of centers such as
Miami. SNG van is part of deal sweetenerto get stationsto cooperate.

EARTH TERMINALS parent Cincinnati Microwave is bucking
trend in TVBO industry by announcing significant new top-end TVRO
technology at time when other suppliers are leaving field. Firm claims
new Starcast System expands ability of home system as Dolby ex-
panded usefulness of home audio systems.

NEW spacecraft battery technology may make significant differ-
ence in operational capacity and life of satellites by mid 1990s. Called
nickel-hydrogen cells, new technology supercedes established
nickel-cadmium batteries with 257o more power per cell and up to
3007o increase in cell life resulting in improved satellite lifetime in
orbit. Japan's Toshiba has been selected by Japan's National Space
Development Agency to build first such batteries for use in 1992 bird
launch.
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Coop/Continued from page I

Captain Midnight

One of the worst nightmares of Home Box Office came lrue at
12'.32 am, Sunday morning, Apri l  27th. Someone, operating a power-

ful upl ink transmitter, purposely jammed the HBO uplink signal to
Galaxy 1, transponder 23. The jamming carr ied a message: using a
color bar test pattern as a screen bed and a character generator (elec-

tronic keyboard) as a message source, the screen display read as fol-
tows:

"Goodevening HBO
From Captain Midnight

$1 2.95/Month?
NO WAY!

(Showtime/Movie Channel Beware!)"
The total transmission lasted slightly over four minutes. The signal

was as much as 12 dB stronger than HBO's own uplink at the start of
the transmission, gradually reducing in apparent level to a parity with
HBO at the end. HBO claimed their own upl ink operators were able to
regain control of their transponder but it was not clear that the trans-
mitter used by Captain Midnight did not simply deteriorate in power as
the minutes t icked on.

Videotape of the clandestine transmission instantly appeared on
the news networks, including CNN, CBS, and ABC. Only NBC ignored
the story early on. The print media, including HBO parent Time
Magazine, covered the incident extensively. Captain Midnight be-
came an instant folk hero.

Why did i t  happen?
The message is self explanatory. Someone was objecting to the

HBO marketing of their programming to home dish users at $1 2.95 per
month. That same someone was warning Showtime and The Movie

Channel that i f  they fol lowed similar marketing and pricing of their ser-
vices, they too could expect a visit from Captain Midnight.
Who is Captain Midnight?

A pseudonym of course. But a special pseudonym. Captain Mid-
night is a fictional character first created more than a decade ago. He
was created as a sort of 'electronicZorro,' riding about the countryside
to'break into (radio) transmissions'to del iver messages of social sig-
nificance. Through the years, since his first fictionalization, many
people have adopted the name Captain Midnight to interrupt radio
broadcasts, CB radio broadcasts, and in the case of a Fort Lauderdale
cable system service some 15 months ago, an HBO transmission on
the cable system. lt is unlikely that over a decade or more, only one
person or group has been Captain Midnight. l t  is far more l ikely that
each incident has been created by someone who identified with the
concept of electronic terrorism and that each such occasion has fea-
tured its own unique Captain Midnight. lt doesn't matter; this particular
Captain Midnight is l ikely to be nabbed in the end, as we shal l  see.

HBO cal led the interruption of their signal cr iminal. They did not
exaggerate. lt is a federal crime to purposefully interfere with the
transmission of an (FCC) licensed radio transmitter. FCC rules pro-

vide for a f ine (up to $10,000) and a jai l  sentence (up to one year in a
federal pen) for each such incident. l f  Captain Midnight did this three
times, he would be potential ly l iable for f ines total ing $30,000 and jai l
terms totaling three years.

In a movie carr ied by HBO some years ago, cal led 'Used Cars, 'a
slightly unbalanced promoter used a portable satellite transmitter
mounted in a vehicle to beam a message to the President of the United
States via a fictional satellite broadcasting system. lt all looked very
simplist ic in'Used Cars, 'as movies often paint real l i fe. The Apri l  27th
incident was far more elaborate and far more carefullv planned.

i
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HBO called the interruption of their sig-
nal criminal. They did not exaggerate. lt is a
federal crime to purposefully interfere with
thetransmission of an (FCC) licensed radio
transmitter. FCC rules provide for a fine (up
to $10,000) and a jail sentence (up to one
year in a federal pen) for each such inci-
dent.

First there is the question of power. HBO and other upl ink
operators operate their uplinks in a carefully prescribed manner. In
simplist ic terms, here is how it  happens:

1) Each satellite (such as Galaxy) has its own threshold level. A
satellite's threshold is much like a receiver's threshold. Once
you send enough signal to the satellite to overcome the
threshold, no addit ional amount of upl ink signal (power) wi l l  im-
prove the quali ty of signal coming back on the downlink. This
can also be called saturation, although the two are not always
interchangeable.

2) Let's watch an uplink operator tune-up his uplink transmitter.
First he boresights the bird on the downlink. When he is certain
his dish is pinpointed at the satel l i te on receive, he turns on his
transmitter. He measures the amount of downlink signal he
sees coming back from his upl ink.

3) Now he turns up the power on his upl ink and careful ly
monitors the downlink signal at the same time. As he increases
the upl ink power, he sees the downlink signal gett ing stronger
and stronger. At some point as the uplink power is turned up,
there is no further increase in downlink power. In other words,
he has reached the l imits of the satel l i te; addit ional upl ink
power is merely wasted, since it results in no increase in
downlink signal (power). This is (also) known as saturation.

4) Now, let 's measure the amount of upl ink power leaving the
transmitter at saturation; 350 watts. In theory, if the uplink
operator uses any more than 350 watts, he is wasting power
since i t  results in no improvement in the downlink.

5) However, the uplink operator wants something called re-
serve to be in the circuit. Suppose a heavy thunderstorm sits
over the uplink. That heavy downpour will attenuate or weaken
the upl ink signal to the satel l i te and reduce the downlink signal.
So the uplink operator continues turning up the power control to
perhaps 700 watts; he adds another 3 dB ot power to the uplink
as a safety vaive just in case there is bad weather or another
problem. That's where he runs or operates the uplink from that
time forward.
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transmitter power by 3 dB but increase the gain of the antenna by 3 dB
at the same t ime, you end up with no dB of change atthe satel l i te prop-
er. l t  thinks you are using the same power in both situations.

Based on videotapes run by ABC, CNN, and CBS, i t  is possible to
determine the apparent dif ference in signal level between HBO and
Captain Midnight. Since for more than four minutes the signal of Cap-
tain Midnight was slronger than the signal of HBO, i t  was obvious that
for some period of t ime the clandestine transmitter of Captain Midnight
had a greater total power than the total power of HBO. CNN and ABC
coverage suggested that the Captain Midnight signal varied between
3 dB and 5 dB stronger than the HBO signal. That translates to 200%
1o275o/omorelotal power for Captain Midnight than for HBO. The CBS
tapes suggest as much as 12 dB greater total power at peak points
than HBO and that translates to as much as 16 times as much total
power for the Captain. l t  was unclear whether CBS doctored their
tapes or not to make them appear cleaner than the actual transmis-
sions real ly were.

In either case, some conclusions can be drawn about the type of
equipment pressed into service by Captain Midnight:

'1 
) The total power capability was on a par with HBO. HBO does

not normally operate their upl ink at maximum transmitter
power because of the threshold/saturatton situation. lt is possi-
ble they did react to the jamming by increasing their own trans-
mitter power to overcome the Captain Midnight signal.

2) There are approximately 50 antenna{ransmitter combina-
t ions in North America in the HBO class. This is out of a total
FCC universe of approximately 3,000 l icensed upl inks.

The total power leaving ground on the upl ink is a combination of
two factors; the uplink transmitter power (700 watts in our example)
and the gain of the transmitting antenna. You can express the gain of
the antenna in dB and you can express the power of the transmitter in
dBw or decibels greater than 1 watt. In calculating the total power at
the upl ink, you have both variables to play with. l f  you reduce the

CBS artist created sketch of system that might have been em-
ployed and by placing his concept of an uplink on map over north
Texas, started rumor that FBI was investigating that as probable
source for iamming.
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for interfacing descramblers with commonly available recervers.

STATUS reports from
DESug (DES Users
Group) on progress
made in 'busting' the
videociphercoding; anal-
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offered in field and value
of each to users. Conver-
sion of non-compatible
equipment to Video-
cipher interconnection,
and, much-more!
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3 mi nute pre-recorded'SCRAM BLE- FAX Hotl i ne U pdate' report;
the latest in fast-breaking scrambling news to augment your
printed copy of SCRAMBLE-FM. To order SCRAMBLE-FAX, catl
305/771-0505 with your V|SA/Mastercharge card number and
expiration date. Or send $10 check or money order to the GSD
address below.
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HBO uplink on Long lsland uses 11 meter dishes and approximately 700 watis of transmitter power.

3) The combination of a backyard antenna (HBO uses 1 1 meter
or 36 foot uplink antennas) and lhe most powerful uplink trans-
mitter presently available commercially (in the 3,000 watt
class) does not add up to sufficient power to overrtde HBO's
own signal, even when HBO is throttled back to the saturation/
threshold level.

The Captain Midnight signal clearly came from a commercial up-
l ink; probably no less than 11 meters in size (perhaps as much as 13
meters) and if the CBS videotape was undoctored, with a transmitter
power in the 3,000 watt class. Once again, there are approximately 50
such r igs in North America, some of which are in Canada, Mexico,
Bermuda. and Cuba.

Footage from ABC and CNN had low signal ratio between HBO
and Captain Midnight signals.

How did someone get access to such a system?
While 1 2:32 am EST is not your most popular hour for operating an

uplink, on a Saturday night/Sunday morning, i t  is a busy traff ic t ime. A
high percentage of uplinks are in use at that time. Some, like the
Nashville Network for example, never shut down, so they would be
ruled out as unlikely candidates because of their use for other pur-
poses at that point of time.

All  (FCC) l icensed upl inks are required to maintain and retain writ-
ten records of their transmission purposes. While bookkeeping may
be sloppy at some uplinks, generally a review of the records, days or
weeks or months after a certain point in time, will reveal who was doing
what, with an upl ink. No, Captain Midnight did not log his own clandes-
tine transmission over the top of HBO but the logs of an uplink station
would help clarify those otherwise occupied at that point in time.

So a serious investigation of who and where this transmission
came from started with a review, in FCC records, of which uplinks had
the physical equipment to do such a deed. That gets us down to
perhaps 50 upl inks out of 3,000 FCC l icensed. Plus a few more in
Canada, Mexico, Bermuda, and Cuba.

Now, the video we have all seen.
The bed lor the message was a color bar test pattern. They all

pretty much look alike;or do they? This one was not yourtotally-typical
test pattern. Notice the smaller, secondary bar approximately 30% up
from the bottom of the screen. There are several signatures which
make that part icular pattern unusual.

A color bar test pattern comes from a piece of rack mounted video
equipment, or a TV camera with bars built'in. No two bars are exactly
al ike;they have a uniqueness not unl ike your own personal handwrit-
ing. This particular pattern had several unique features. A qualified ex-
pert could pick those unique parts out after a few minutes of study. Of
the 50 or so uplinks with adequate total power to override HBO, I
would estimate no more than 1 5 have this particular color bar test pat-
tern inside of their faci l i ty. The search is narrowing.
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Spaceage technology brings you the first functional on-screen
programming guide for the home satellite television industry.

Ulf.'u" done itl SuperGuide has brought electronic
publishing to the home satellite industry. Using your satellite
system and SuperGuide you can now have the most up to
date and accurate program information delivered directly to
your home via satellite

taa

JuperGuide receives and stores an entire weeks prog-
ramming including hourly listing, movie descriptions, sports,
specials and even a complete listing of satellite transponders

and audio services. With just a touch of a button on the in-
frared remote control, SuperGuide displays complete
program information on the screen of your television.

No ror" late delivery or outdated information. Super-
Guide is delivered at the speed of light bringing the entire
world of satellite television to your fingertips. Stop by your
favorite satellite dealer today and ask for a spaceage de-
monstration of SuperGuide.

(704) 482-049r

T.JTETE
Post Office Box 167 Shelby, North Carolina 28151-0167



CNN coverage re-coined pirate word much to dismay of home
dish industry.

And the character generated video; the text.
Some things are obvious; the fellow who typed the message ran

'Good' and 'Evening' together. Sloppy? Perhaps. The phrase on the
top l ine, "Goodevening HBO" has some signif icance. Telco circuit
operators routinely bid each other "Good Evening" with their electronic
typewriters just as you see being done here. Does that suggest some-
thing about the background of Captain Midnight? Again, perhaps.

The Justice Department, called into the investigation, believes that
the l ine "(Showtime/Movie Channel Beware!)" is a threat. Not unl ike
making a threat on somebody's life. They consider that an extra of-
fense to be charged against Captain Midnight, in addition to the act of
jamming.

But of all the clues to date, there is something in the characters on
the screen which virtually narrows the location of the transmitter system
uplink to a single site. That is a f law in the lettering.

lf you take the text apart, a letter at a time, and blow up the text on
a large screen display, you can study the make-up of the letters in the
message. When you do this, you are going to f ind that this part icular
electronic typewriter generator had a built-in flaw. One of the letters
used in the text (and used more than once in lhe message) has a flaw
in its appearance.

An example. You forget to clean your typewriter keys and gum and
crud bui lds uD on the letter e. The center of the e f i l ls in and i t  becomes
a glob rather than an open circle. Now, if you wrote a ransom note on
such a typewriter, each iime you typed an e it would leave a tell{ale
and unique impression on the paper. There is a similar f law in the text
on the screen; some electronic circuit  generating this text was misad-
justed and one of the letters (in particular) has an overshoot condition.
l f  I  was Captain Midnight, l 'd do something about the operating condi-
tion of this particular character generator very quickly.

We started off with perhaps 50 potential uplinks andlhen with the
unique bolor bar pattern (and the condit ion of the colors on the pattern)
we reduced the potential upl inks to perhaps 15 at most. Final ly, with
the flawed character generator, we reduced the potential number of
svslems io one.

CBS video showed Captain Midnightsignalthatwas nearly 12 dB
stronger at Galaxy 1 input than HBO, leading to speculation that
uplink was in monster class and power was some 3,000 watts for
Captain Midnight.

Now, is our present generation Captain Midnight an employee of
this upl ink and wil l  upl ink records show he was on hand when this hap-
pened, or, did he 'bust in'  to use the upl ink for his own purposes just
after midnight on Apri l  27th?

lf our Folk Hero is inside of the US of A, I figure he had better start
a Captain Midnight Defense Fund pretty quickly. His days are num-
bered. lf he is in Canad4 or elsewhere, he may squeak by without
being caught. One painless way to get such a fund started would be to
distr ibute Captain Midnight T Shirts and bumper st ickers through
TVRO dealers, with a percentage of the gross going to the defense
fund. l f  by some miracle (or FBI ineptness) our present Captain Mid-
night gets away scot free, the fund will probably be needed later on
anyhow as we shall investigate here next month.

Media coverage of the event was of interest. So was the way it
turned around on us. First at it was CNN because they have more
news than anyone else. For the first 12 to 15 hours, they treated it as if
it were some sort of college prank. CBS took a more serious view in
their late evening news on April 271h, doing an excellent report that
pointed out the vulnerabi l i ty of al l  American satel l i tes ( including mil i t-
ary defense saiellites) to jamming. ABC expanded upon that concept
with their evening news on April 28th and industry pundit Peter Sutro,
appearing in a CNN interview on the 28th, casually mentioned the
possibility that an uplink such as this could have originated outside of
the United States; "even from Cuba," noted Sutro. From that pdint
until the story was pushed out of newscasts by the Russlan nuclear
reactor disaster, the emphasis was on the 'foreign connection.' The
early stories centered on the erroneous supposition that anyone with a
home TVRO could have created the interference; not accurate of
course, as we have seen here. Eventually the news services found
enough experts to clarify the story with more fact than supposition,
and for the most part, the suggestion that we did it was lost.

Some good will came out of the incident. The cable programmers
now have proof lhat they are vulnerable; that may improve their at-
t i tude at the bargaining table, i f  we ever get them to a bargaining table.
They also have proof of the intensity of people's emotions over their
scrambling; that may cause them to rethink their own marketing plans
in the future. Congress, meanwhile, has been working on legislat ion
designed to change the rules of interference and eavesdroping on sat-
el l i tes and other communications. This incident, good or bad, may
create more interest in putting such a law through this session.

It has also had another effect. For some months there has been
serious planning to disrupt the HBO signal and other scrambled sig-
nals using a form of transmission cal led pulsed emission. We'l l  look at
what that is all about here next month.
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10.525 GHz
Microwave System

The Westplex portable microwave system is a budget
priced FM l ink operating at 1 0.525 GHz. The system is cap-
able of transmitt ing NTSC color video, plus an audio chan-
nel and an optional duplex phase or datal ine. 40 miles are
real ist ic using an optional 2 f t .  dish at each unit.  Other op-
t ions include a remote RF head, ACiDC operation, 35 mw
or 50 mw output.

The Westplex system is ideal where a cablel ink is im-
practical, such as across roadways, waterways and where
trenching or cable l ines are not feasible.

ADVANTAGES:
FM superhetrodyne design
Sectional design for easy serv,ce
Full color NTSC compatible
Extremely simple to operate
Duplex phone, data, or control l ine
Low cost and extremely versatile
Ful l  metering
Systems from $2500.

WEST, INC.
1741 Cedardale Rd.
Mt. Vernon, WA 98247

(206) 428-2810

Use Your Wireless Control

FROM ANY ROOM!
Works  w i th  most  in f ra red
remote  cont ro l  rece ivers  o r  VCR's .

r)
SWITCH C0MP0l'lEilTS

REMOTET

800.545.3522
fn Wisconsin 800-362-7212

(Authorized Video Link" Distributor)

MERRIMAC r.lSFncE

SATELLITE
327 Palisade St. Merrimac Wl 53561
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Wholesaleand Retail Sales

THE HIDDEN SIGNAI.S ON..THE SECRET SIGNAI.S ON THE BIRDS''

r Stereo Subcarriers
I Telephone Channels
I World News Services
I Audio subcarriers
I Teleprinter News - Press
I Commodity News services
r Radio channels - Networks

r stock Market Reports
I Teletext UBI)
r Allsingle channel Per carrier

seruices (scPc)
r Multiplex Data channels

Plus Many Other "Hidden
Services"

A Technical Book Covering the Reception of:

NEW "SECRET SIGNALS" BOOK
A complete work covering the Hidden Seruices, the svstems, the equipment,
how these services are used, how these services can be utilized, what thev
mean to our f ield. This book for information use onlV. Not to be used for the
reception of unauthorized signals or pav services.

visa and Mastercard wercome $ | 9.95 ptus s2.oo for shipping & handtins.
CSD READIR SERVICE, P O Box liltl858

ForT loudcrdcic, FL 3331r.), 3A5t7/1 O5A5
Dealer Inquiries InvitedDealer Member

rrSFntrE
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OEM
Private Label Only

oLNA's
oLNB's (950- 1450)
rReceivers (Block)
oAntenna Controllers

100-1000 Uni tes Per Month
Quality Japanese Manufacturer

Letter of Credit Requirecl

SMIC
U. S. Agents for Japanese Marrufacturers

P.O.  Box  872
N.  L i t t le  Rock .  AR 72115

501-372-7189

Advertiser Index
1 .  A D M  8
2. Avcom Inside Front Cover
3. Bob Cooper 3
4. Coop's Subscript ion 1
5 .  ESP 27
6.  F luke  5
7 .  H idden S igna ls  31
8.  Lu ly  2
9 .  Mer r imac 31

10. Nemal Electronics 27
1 1. NSC . Back Cover
12. NSM/Alusas .  21
13. OnSat 24
14. Satel l i te Times 25
'15. Scramble Fax 27
1 6 .  S M I C  3 2
17. STV Prod. Review Book Inside Back Cover
'18. Super Guide 29
19.  Tr ip le  D 32
20. West e l
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Snap together rim for easy
installation

Permanenlly lubricated
motorized mount

Perforated aluminum .040 thick
4 ghz & 12 ghz compatable

Patented hub design for easy
installation

CALL. . NATIONAT SATEI,I,ITE COI}TMUNI
(EXCLUSTVE WORLDWT DE DTSTRT BUTOR)

dEscrembler
(uPS SHIPPABLE . EASY TNSTA

Q NATIOI{AL $ATEILITE COhlMUxrCanOl.rS ress .

@
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